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0 Federal Financial Aid could face -fur·
ther cuts, page 3.
0 Rock and Roll Trivia quiz time
arrives, s~ AtN, page 11.
0 The water-logged, Fighting Knights.see sportsweek page 21.
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Colbourn seeking job af Colorado State
by Roger Simmons
News-editor

President Trevor Colbourn
has applied for the position of
president at Colorado State
University -in ~ort Collins,
Colo., according to a CSU
spokesman.
Colbourn is one of 13 candidates under consideration
for the CSU president's job
See related editorial, page 8.

according to Jim Bollick,
manager of media relations at
the university. The Collegian,
CSU's student newspaper,
reported that over 100 persons

applied for the job.
Colbourn was out of town
and not available for comment.
A President Selection Advisory Committee was formed
at CSU March 15, following
the resignatiOn of .President
Ralph Christoffersen, Bollick
said. The initial deadline for
applications was April 8, but
· it was extended to Aug. 1
Bollick said.
Since then, the committee
.has systematically cut the
number of candidates down to
13. According to Bollie~, the
com.nlittee will reduce its

selection list down to about"
five or six next week.
· Bollick says that the prospective · president's salary
will probably be determined
in final negotiations with the
applicant. However, he did
say that Christoffersen was
paid approximately $65,000 a
year while he was president.
Colbourn made $70,241 as
UCF president in 1982·83.
If selected to preside over
Colorado's second largest
university, · Colhourn would
find a school faced with
severe budget cuts and an
h ;hletic department recentl~

found in violation of Title IX
requirements for .women's
sports, according to a spokesman from The Collegian.
The newspaper said that
the school of about 18,,()00
students emphasizes technical
areas such as engineering and
computer ·science. As ~ land
grant university, the school
also emphasizes agriculture
and natural resources.
In sports, the school is a
member of the Western
Athletic Conference, and in
the National Collegiate
Athletic Association's Division I-AA.

Senate Notebook
-

Senate repudiates
Geary appointment
by Cindi Milam
Future news

The UCF student senate
voted Tuesday not to approve
Student Body President
r Mark Geary's appointment to
the at large seat on the Activities and Service Fee committee.
Jim Keefner, a UCF student · and former student
senator, was interviewed by
the senate's Elections and
Appointments cqmmittee.
Following the interview, the
committee voted 4-0 to recommend to the senate that he
not
be approved for the seat.
Construction continues on an office of the Central Florida Research Park's first tenant, Barnett
Susan Arline, E and A
Sen.
Bank. Construction is expected to be completed by December.
committee chairwoman, said

New neighbor

her committee's main concern
with Keefner was his lack of
time to fulfill the requirements of the job. In addition, she pointed out that as
a senator he quit his seat
without informing any student government officials
which is slated by SG
statutes as proper procedure.
Keefner made his own lobbying appeal directly to the
senate through letters addressOO
to each member and in
comments ·before the body.
He promised dedication and
good attendance if allowed to
work on the committee.
Senate statutes require a
two-thirds vote of the senate
Senate, page 6

ToWn Meeting
·Congressman Nelson discusses iss_
ues at UCF
by Cindi Milam
Future news

At a "Town Hall Meeting"
at UCF Wednesday, Con·
gressman Bill Nelson said he
has chosen to support former
Florida Governor Rueben
Askew in the race for the
Democratic presidential
nomination.
During the question and
answer session before UCF
students and members of his
congressional district, Nelson
said that the nomin~tion will
probably be won by either
former vice president Walter
Mon dale or Sen.. John Glenn.
However he said that he will
still be "one of the delegates
working hard for Askew."
An issue concerning several

people at. the meeting was
Nelson's position on United
States' activities in Central
America. The congressman
explained that the United
States has set. up a training
camp with 55 U.S. military
advisers in Honduras for the
training of the El Salvadoran
army.
A_fter le~ding a bipartisan
committee to Honduras,
Nelson said he is optimistic
the army of ~l Salvador can
be victorious in its war with
guerrillas. He also commented there has already
been "some success."
Two other issues Nelson
was asked to comment on
were abortion and the Equal
Rights Amendment.
Although Nelson said he

was personally against abortion, he ''would not support
an amendment prohibiting
abortion.''
Nelson also said that "what
the (ERA) is going for .is
equal
economic
opportunity."
One problem,
according to Nelson, is that
''people are being ·strongheaded." He feels that with ·
modification, the public's concerns with the amendment
can be eased and it could
become law.
Nelson addressed the issue
of federal aid for higher
education.
Three types of
federal aid that will
be continued in 1984 are the
Guaranteed Student Loan,
Nelson, page 6

'

.I

Congressman Bill Nelson
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.News beat
.D eadline for Who's Who nears
Applications for selection to Who's Who In American Colleges and Universities are available in Student Affairs, ADM
282. Applications are due by Oct. 20. All juniors, seniors and
graduate students are eligible.
\

International student dinner set
The Association of International Students will hold its first
award dinner show today from 7-11 p.m. in the University Dining room.
Tickets are available at the UCF bookstore, Student Center
and the AIS office. For more information, calf 275-2?53.

WUCF-FM offers ski trip for 2
WUCF-FM's Nite Rock, in cooperation with Miller High
Life, the Program and Activities Council and Ski Chalet is offering a ski-trip giveaway for two at the Snowshoe Lodge in
West Virginia.
If a WUCF employee spots a Nite Rock bumper sticker on a
car, he will register that car's license number to win the trip:
The winning entry will be drawn at noon, OCt. 19 on the SC
Green.

Just lookin'
A squirrel observes the campus scene from his low level vantage point on the S.C.Green.

Campus close-up

Anthropology, Soc_iology club formed
The new Sociology and Anthropology club will meet Oct. 21
in portable classroom 103.
The club's purpose is to orient students in areas of their field
of study. The club is open to all students, regardless of their .
majors. The oDiy requirement tor membership is and active interest in social science topics.
For more information contact the Sociology and .Anthropology department at 275-2227.

Health Center offers flu inoculation
The UCF Health Center is ~ffering flu vaccines through Oct.
21. The vaccine is available free of charge to students and at a
cost of $3 to staff and faculty. For more information, contact

Future Shock--Mag Strip
ID cards are new this fall on
the UDiversity of Wyoming
campus. The magnetic strips
carry the student's social
security number, account
number and status. That
allows students to present
one ID card for access to the
food service, check cashing,
athletic event tickets and
other services. In the past,
students have carried up to
five different cards.

University of Mississippi,
Mississippi State University
and Southern Mississippi
University compete against
each other in blood donations.
The donation period roughly
corresponds to football
season, and a trophy and
$1,000 scholarship are awarded to the winning school in
November at halftime of the
MSU-Ole Miss game. Last
year's competition drew 1,510
units of blood.

•••

Harry off the Hook--Harry
S. Truman was not guilty of
the center at 275-2701.
crimes against humanity .
That was the verdict
Bloody Competition·· delivered by a group of
Crutch shortage brings cry for help
Mississippi's Transylvania Southern Methodist UniversiBowl is one competition ty students, 36 years after the
The UCF Health Center needs students that have borrowed guaranteed to be .a bloodlet- dropping of atomic bombs on
crutches and are not usipg them any more to return them. The ting. Each fall, students, Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The
center is experiencing a big demand on crutches and its supply staff, alumni and fans of the verdict came after a mock
, is diminishing.

•••

Speak out

trial in which SMU law professors took roles of prosecuter and defense attorney,
and drama students played
the parts of Truman and
other witnesses.
·

Gatois Growl Toned Down-A
clean show is on tap for the
·University of Florida's annual Gator Growl, student
organizers promise. They've
booked Bob Hope as the
featured performer, hoping to
avoid the alumni complaints
generated by last year's
somewhat racier guest, Robin
Williams. UF officials had
warned Blue Key, the Growl's
student sponsor, to clean up
the program or face more administration control.

by Eileen Sarnelson

Do you feel your departmen.t receives adequate funding?

Wendi Bush, accounting
"I know that during the
summer there weren't enough
courses, ~ow my Accounting .
II class has 50-60 people in a
.long room not good .for
teaching accounting. I think
accounting classes should be
smaller."

Lanay Merrill, nursing
"No. they just cut it; we
have to buy our own syllabus
and handouts at the
bookstore.''

Cathie Crockett, · EnglisL. Jesus DeLeon, art
James Scanlon, management
"No, because they can't af· "No, we don't. We have to
"No, I can feel the pressure, it:
ford to keep the good teachers provide all our paper, buy a took a while to have the first .
here, the people that should · mill of paper for the class, and show in the gallery, usually we.
be teaching are leaving for run off all ·our copies; volun- have a lot of shows. We had a .
more money in the business tarily we're collecting money hard time getting mcxiels for · .
in class to publish our manual drawing class, we need them,
world.''
for technical documentation." and sometimes we had money,
sometimes we didn't."

L
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Lamar discusses crime and law
by Wayne Starr
Future news

Orange County Sheriff
Lawson Lamar spoke about
area crime and his approach
to handling it to about 100
people Monday in the Student
Center Auditorium. Lamar's
appearance was sponsored by
Lambda Epsilon Chi, the
UCF
Students
of
Jurisprudence club, as part of'
its guest speaker program.
The increasing rate of all
. major crimes, except murder,
decreased drastically upon his
taking offi~e in early 1981,
Lamar said. He credits the
robbery and burglary

decreases to the implementa- 12-gauge. If they don't drop
tion of several programs as · their gun we shoot. I don't
well as a new get-tough ap- like to shoot, but when we do,
proach to law enforcement.
robberies go down for weeks."
"We ·now have 578
Lamar also addressed the
Neighborhood Watch units problem of court-ordered
and our School Liaison pro- limits to the county jail
gram provides an officer in population imposed last year..
every junior high school in The current maximum is 762,
the county," Lamar said. and ·over 8,000 people have
"The officers provid.e a been released because of the
positive influence. In the past overcrowding. In an effort to
a lot of potheads would go get around the court order,
truant
and
commit the Sheriff's Department put
burglaries. We have helped up tents to handle the
reduce that problem."
overflow, but that was struck
"When we do catch a down as unconstitutional.
burglar in action, we give him
"I don't understand why
a choice," Lamar said "He can
choose due process or a
Lamar, page 6

.P.ersoru;zl Injury and Wrongful Death
Defective Product Injuries
Criminal Law
Initial cqJlSU].tation
~vailable withaut charge
16 West Pine Street
Orland~, Florida (305) 841-0342

PROFESSIONAL

Rf!SUME

DESIGN

Inter.view ski-lls & marketing techniques
Cover letters for professional acceptance
Proficient typing & word processing services
Career assessment testing & interpretation .
Economical,prompt & guaranteed satisfaction ·
I

.

.

I1rlandb1 . .
894-7726 .
(911sultants, 1nc.1 ·
· ·
2111E.MichiganAve.,Suite126,0rlando ;FL32806
f w·th current tu ent

Cuts in financ.i al,~id still possible

u

iti

w!''f4 ,.

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Senate committees working Lowell Weicker, R-Conn., and
(CPS) -- Congress may soon on the student aid budget David Stockman, director of
cut some / student aid pro- ·also made cuts, though· they the Office of Management
grams after all in the last- were less dramatic than the and Budget, a committee
minu te political struggles House's.
staffer reports.
over · setting the new federal
Stockman reportedly
''It's a very strange
education .budget for the political situation," says thought spending for the Colfiscal year, which started Oct. Kathy Ozer, lobbyist for the lege Work-Study, National
1.
. U.S. Student Association in Direct Student Loans
In the last few weeks, Washington, D.C. "We have a (NQSLs) and the Trio proHouse Of Representatives Democratic House coming grams for educationally and
committees have cut money out with lower figures than a economically deprived college
out of virtually all student aid Republican Senate."
students was too high in the
programs. Although the full
The Senate subcommittee June provisional budget, the
House restored some of the that goes over education staffer says.
money, its most recent ver- spending produced its version
Weicker then proposed cutsion still is less than the stu- of the budget after direct ting a total of $130 million
dent aid budget it passed pro- negotiations
between
visionally last June.
subcommittee
Chairman

e48 HOUR KODAK SLIDE ~ROCESSING
e AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE
e FILM PROCESSING AS FA~T AS YOU NEED IT
eCAMERA REPAIRS
e FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:
mats, frames.
·• professional print display preparation: mounting,
texturizing, and spraying.
Member: Professional Photographic Society of Central Florida
I

.10% student

IWeuse

I

Kodak paper...
for a goOcf look.

Discount

.

~;TE~~oo~s1 g~oo-?·:oo
7436 UnJversfty Blvd.
University Sq. Sho~ofng Cente-

~-----~

SHOW .DINNER
Various ethnic performers including:
Spanish Dancers
Belly·Danc~rs
Greek Dancers
Polynesian Dancers
... and much more

BEER FOOD .SHOW FUN

FRIDAY OCT. J.4 at 7pm.
SPONSORED BY

THE

Association ·of _
I nternational .Students
at U.C.F.

•

Students $2.50 General Public S3.00
Tickets at U.C.F. Bookstore
Ticket Office and Student Center.
For Further Info Call 275-2653~
or
.

.

Internationally alive from U.C.F.

275-2060
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THE HUNGit .
Right now Protestant. Catholic,
and Jewish relief and

development agencies are
working together to give new
!ife to a hungry world.
Please help them

PLEMEGIVE.
Interfaith Hunger Appeal

P.O. Box 1000, FDR Station
New York. N.Y 10150
A public service or lmerfaith Hunger

'°'"

Appeal and the Advertising C.Ouncil Po:.~!

Eiieen Samelson/Future

Eileen Samelson/Foture

AJ.D.S.

"Face to .Face" said that he supports Richard Stroder, and
Orlando man, who made headlines when he wanted his son to
As part of its Hot Issues of the '80s series, the Program and have only his blood. On the right is Ed Carr of the Central Florida
Activities Council sponsored a Discussion on the disease A.ID.S., Blood Bank. He stated that Struder's method would be chaotic
Wednesday. On the ,left, Martin Gardin, host of the TV show and create many problems.

EVERYONE IS PICKING UP
ON PILOT PENS

---------------------,

The abused child
will ·grow up.

.: ,~ Maybe.

WATCH OUT FOR

THE STUDY HALL SNATCHERS
I

/

;

Located in the
University Square
Shopping Center

They know that ......
the 89i extra fine
Pilot Razor Point
marker pen writes
as smooth as siIk.
And the custom-fit
meta l collar helps
keep that point
extra fine page
after page. When
it comes to a
Razor Point, it's
love at first write.

[PILOT]

'"JhE-,Caj,uaf ifmage
i.EE

duo

1/'~ ~tuffeb

/1.

YOU BABE

~~irt·

organically gro ._.. _
~•GfWIUL°''ICfS-

r;

~

,

•

".~ . •·

_,SOUTMLDIAHGCLU'1"1 U
LOINfGl:Ul.CALlfOMIADI•

•' ••" •

10°/o Discount W/UCF l.D.

<

·7430 University Blvd.
Orlando, Fla.671-9916.

®

cSo ~... ci'i~a:CtfMrW'tde:.
Notional Sponsor of MDA / Jerry·Lewis Telethon

I

(

-

KNIGHT OUT PUB
Across from UCF
Monday Night Special - Pitcher $2. 75& 3 Hot Dogs for a dollar

Ch:-btma.r -''t Idea.•.

IUNNERS
I'

LIQNSE PLATIS
;,.qs /2 for SJJ.'IS
I

· ~~ ·

.. '"--Fast delivery.

t;f ~
-~
pri~ 1n;:ludes • 1. oo p~stsge

iivRWias"Pilr£s
P.O. Box 854, Maitland. FL 327SJ
Tuesday Bottie Night - $I Imports .75¢ Domestics
Wednesday - $2.50 Pitcher

+

American

Red.Cross

Thursday Ladies Night - Free Draft

BARBER/STYLING
BILL&SUSIE

Friday Cheeseburger & Fries - All Day $2.00
Saturday & Sunday World Series Special - Ham~urger $1.00

to

Serving you from 9 5:30
·Mon. thru _Fri.
8 tJU J:30 on Sat.
(Closed Wednesday)

UNION PARK BARBER SHOP
10217 E. COLONIAL DR.
UNION PARK FLA.
~277-9820
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Universities design, protect new logos
. UNIVERSITY PARK, PA
(CPS)- There's· a new cat and
new lettering on Penn State Tshirts, sweatshirts and mugs this
fall. The traditional Nittany Lion

with its old block Jett.ering is :
gone.
They're victims of a renewed
campus pursuit of as much as
$500,000 in licensing revenues.
Indeed, more schools - mostly
in the province of the Third
Federal District Court in Pennsylvania - soon may ·be
junking honored old symbols and
logos in favor of new ones in the
coming years, according tQ
various administrators,
trademark experts and clothing

~

with their names and initials
·On the cans. None of the
schools, however, has a long
record of defending its
trademarks actively.
To keep a good legal claim
on the marks, schools must
have a record of protecting
the symbols, and must be able
to prove having "first internal and commercial use" of
them, explains Edith Collier
of the U.S. Trademark
Association. .
Some schools can't even
say where their symbols came
from, since many originally
were the iiiformal work 9f

PCAITMIC EXCEll.El\CE

-=i GEORGlt\
.,. .._.,_
SOUlHERN

students or local artists,
points out Roy Parcels, head
of Dixon and Parcels, the
New York design firm that
created Penn State's new
look.
The result can be the 21 different versions of the same
mascot like the Nittany Lion,
or other symbols that may
not be distinctive enough to
provide an identity to fit
trademark laws, he adds.
In trying to create a new,
distinctive Nittany lion, for
example, Parcels discovered
125 four-year and 37 two-year

.. __e_. em H

College Press Service

Logos, page 7

manufacturers.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ . r· ~
PRESCRI
. Pl'Dl ·~. SALON~ PRfSCRIPndN
... _ . ~
.~
The reason, they say, is t.o bo1s because "we had 21 different using the trademark without
.
.. ~
make it easier to control a:hd lay Nit~y Lions and as many dif. challenge from Pitt.
. ~ . ~.Az
a.1rst~J..1. f.Ww. ~~.
claim to the money to be made ferent kinds of type(styles) being
The case is now on appeal. I
_
from manufacturers who put sold, and we wanted a unified
A number of other schools
The Scientific Appro._ch to a Total Look .
tSAlDN.

.
collegiate "allied marks" - pie- identity."
But Stephen Crossland, · head
ek.-onproducts.
of International Collegiate En"Everyone's getting tough t.erprises, which helps license the
aboUt the use of the logos,'~ marks of 'some 60 schools
mourns a midwestem manufac- nationwide, points out Penn
turer of key chains who says he State is in the only judicial
tmes of mascots, school initials,

I .

are facing similar problems.
Brigham Young, Virginia;
arid Georgia have all recently
threatened to go· to court to
stop private firms from
marketing beers and drinks

for.Men and Women... lncludes Hair Analysis-

0

TWQ PIZZA'S ~~
. . 273-5010
·
DELIVERED

tising product," says the
"They took an ounce of
manufacturer, who requested prevention," Crossland says.
anonymitybecausehemakeskey "They figured 'If we're going
chains for "about a dw.en" other to the hassle (in the courts),
Schools. "Now they said if I why don't we go ahead and
don't pay them, they'll just make change the marks?' That way,
up a new logo they can copy~ their right to license. them is
tjght, ~freeze me out." __
unquestioned, and the old
''Years ago," agrees Fran Lynch, marks still being printed
Penn
State's
assistant without licenses become wor·
athletic director, "schools were thless.''
p1msed to have their names on·
The University of Pittsthings as a sort of walking burgh recently lost a battle
billboard.. But along came the - in the Third District Court
budget crunch and, boom, we've with Champion Products,
which has been producing
got to generate more revenue."
Lynch speculates licensing shirts with the Pitt name and
revenue from the logo and sym- panther syillbol since 1936.
.bol is worth a "potential"
In 1980, Pitt had adopted a
$300,000 to $500,000 a year.
new rule that firms must pay
Penn State took the unusual the school a licensing fee plus
smpofjuststartingaJloverwith a 6.5 pereent royalty, but
a new logo and mark instead Champion refused to pay
of ~g to license the old sym- because of its long record of

~

~~
ha''Theyth~tobeh&ppyjusdtto
ve ell' names on an a ver- ::ullJlM.

FOR$
-

.

9.99

SAJlE$3.0Q-WITH
COUPON. FREc
·

DELIVERY

i
if

2

OPEN ·
9-5 Tues ...,Sat.

if

Th.UJ'S.

i•

. ~

.

~ .

district in the country where
courts have rules against schools
in trademark rights with private
manufacturers who markemd
without paying the

recently reached a none-tooamicable settlement with a
college over use of the campus'
. mascotonkeychains.

••ZS

....,
~

ev~.

9
~

.

by appt. only.
No ,( iratuities f:>leas~--

2

0
~

:r

.~ ·

•

~

i·

2!!

~

7213 Curry ~ord Rd:
~ .
( Orlando
·
=

2 7·.·3-13.13 .

OKEN. .·

'~-R[~

~ARE~HERE. · ·
~

2

~

.·-_

~ 'fmcP~jt~SALON PRfSCRIM'ION ~-

-

~

J

r---------------------------·

FREE MOVIE ·:

.7:30

ADMIT ONE

-

9:45

I
I
I
I

~1~1 iA ~~
~
A tVJ. ND~
·O·
~

oo 0
$1·
N
~\\\\\\\\'l
50¢ Beer on Thursday ·N ight
With UCF l.D.
In the month of October watch for

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

'

National Lampoon's Vacation
Risky Business
Trading Places
Easy Money
Call 331-4111 For Information
see our ad in The
Orlando Sentinel Style Section
for Student Specials
Expires 10/30/83

·-------~--------------------

----

.

·~

1"-~~--~

~~\\,,\\1l~c10NW~l~ n#.\'~\~

i

I

5.¢NlCKn..BEf.llS s~..

~ Thursday Night

.

~

. .

rnB.-j~

,

-~di. k.~
.n..lrrnu~
""""'"' 0 ........... 1>...- ·

"College Night"
FEATURING
• 5 ci: Beer 9:00-1 O:OOP .M.
50·¢ 'Draft $ 1.00 Drinks all Night ·

Premier ~1ate-of-the art video system with the
best top 40. video music
. 4315 N. qrange Blos~_om Tr.,
• Ta.steful Grooming Required
"f4 Mile South of Lee Rd:
No T·Shirts of torn ·ean
You Must Be 19-Valid State l~D:Required:·
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Senate--------------------------------------frompagel
to overturn a committee's
recommendation.
A majority of the senate
voted to allow Keefner to
assume the ASF seat, but a
two-thirds vote in favor was
not achieved and he was not
approved.
Geary said that he would
now submit Mark Kevin
Garstka to the senate for its

approval for the at large seat.
In another vote the senate
approved A.L. Ferguson as
the new SG lay adviser. The
job deals with representing
students when they appear
before the judicial council.
The senate placed one
stipulation on Ferguson's approval. The body stated that
the job, which has been va-

cant for several years, will be
evaluated by the Legislative
and Judicial Review committee after three months to
determine if the position is
necessary.
In other senate action:
After considerable ·debate,
the senate allocated $480 to
the physical Education Club

for a conference. The bill, Special Senate Elections
which originally called for the Results:
senate to pay $720 for 30
The winners of the special
members of the club to at- senate election held Tuesday
tend, was amended to allow and Wednesday are: Lisa
support for only 20 members. Sallow, arts and sciences seat
4; Pete Martin, engineering
The senate also passed a seat 1; Tim Albrecht, engin·
bill allocating $694 to the neering seat 3; David Rokes,
Orientation team for a na· business seat 1; and David
Martinez, business seat 5.
tional conference.

Lamar---------------------------------=---------frompage3
it's OK to keep a soldier in a
tent but not a prisoner,"
Lamar said.
He added that the new jail,
scheduled to open in March
1991 with a capacity of 1,883,
is an unpleasant, but
necessary evil.
''Nobody likes to build
jails," Lamar admitted, "but
we don't want Orange County
to turn into a situation like

Miami. We want people to it would roll back tax rates to
feel some degree of safety. We . 1980 levels.
want them to be able to walk
Lamar calls the measure
down the street without the ''exceptionally simplistic.''
fear of being mugged: And to He says programs like the
do that, some other people school liaison officer program
need to be locked up."
may have to be eliminated as
In order to ensure that safe- well as other services.
ty, Lamar opposes Proposi"Proposition One doesn't.
tion One, a measure to be plac- deal .with growth," Lamar
ed before the voters of Florida said. "Orange Coun~y is
in November 1984. If passed, growing like a weed and we

DISCOUNT

THE HA.I B SHOP
, 'ecision Style Cpt $8.00
_

PIZZA
273-SOiO

Full SerYlce s.lbn

Walk-ll?S Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixi~ Center)

ifNj()N PARK

282-1700
Daily 9-5 & Thurs.'_til 8

CAPTAIN
CRUSTY'S
CONWAY
CONWAY CENTER

PIZZA

AND
LARGE DRINK

All vou can eat!

$2.25

1 Item $2.99
2 Item $3.29
3 Item $3.59

rFREEPITCREiflI

I
I WITH

I
I
I
I

·

TOM'sPIZZA
442 Bum_b y Ave.
Orlando, Florida

LARGE PIZZA 1
2 items
l(Across from Colonial Plaza Theaters)

C
Bring oupon
(Good til Dec 15)
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·Monday
2 for 1 10-Close
Tuesday
Drink or Drown 9-12
$~ For All You Can Drink
Wednesday
3for19-10
2 for 1 10-Close
Thursday
Ladies' Night 9-10
Free Drinks For All Ladies
2 for 1 10-Close
Friday
Oyster Cult Night
· 4-Close
10 ¢ Oysters & Shrimp
2 for 1 drinks

We deliver within 5 mile radius

OPEN 7 days
10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

11731 East Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida 32817
(305) 277-3110

need to increase, not decrease
our· staff. But if it passes we'll
do the best we can."
A question from the au·
dience regarding a philosophy
professor, Stephen Levensohn's , suggestion in the
Orlando Sentinel's Florida
Magazine that criminals be
banished rather than imprisoned evoked Lamar's
most outlandish response of

the day. After first doubting
the ability of prison offidials
to keep criminals in the
banished zone, Lamar said a
more simple solution to the
overcrowding problem would
be to "fire up" the electric
chair.
"I think it should be an
electric bench," Lamar said.
''That way they could hold
hands to save watts on the
state electric bill."

Nelson-----------frompage 1

Work-Study Program and
Pell Grant for qualified
students Nelson said. According to him, funding for the
aid will be "about the same as
last year."
The last issue Nelson was
questioned on was the plann-

ed passage of a national holiday for Martin Luther King
Jr. by the Senate next week.
The only problem Nelson said
he is concerned with is the
cost of the holiday. The co.ngressman said that it will cost
"about $18 million."

Aid-------------frompage3
from the three programs, got
Stockman's approval, and
pushed the cuts through his
committee. The full Senate
will vote on W eicker ' s
package sometime in October.
According to Ozer, the
lower version in the House ··
springs from White House
pressure on William Natcher
(D· Ky), who heads the House
subcommittee that ap·
propriates money for college
programs.
The full House's budget,
however, is still lower than
the spending ceilings both the
House and Senate agreed
upon in June.
After the full Senate approves a college budget, a
conference committee from
both houses of Congress will
meet to· form a compromise
budget. The House and
Senate will then vote on the
compromise individually. If
both approve, it will go to

President Reagan, who can
either sign it or veto it. If
they disapprove, a new conference committee will meet.
But as the figures now
stand, Ozer says all the
federal programs - -- Pell
Grants, Guaranteed Student
Loans, State Student Incentive Grants, NDSLs, Trio and
College Work-Study ·· will
suffer during the 1984-85
academic year, when this
budget would take effect on
· campuses . .
The funding levels recommended in b.oth houses are
nearly the same as the college
budgets of 1981-82, 1982-83
and 1983-84.
"While funding has remain·
ed at the same level since
1981," Ozer says, "because of
inflation there has in fact
been a 23 percent cut in
federal funding (of college aid
programs).

Friday- Cont.
9p.m.-KillaKeg
Oyster Eating Contest!
Win a $25 cash prize plus
a free bottle of champagne
and a free dinner for two
Saturday
2for1-10 to Close

Sunday
2for1-11 to close
Plus, Blondie's now features
A Spectacular Sunday Brunch
9 a.m.-~ p.m.
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Attention!?

Professor fire~ for biting heOd off chicken for attention
MARQUETTE, MI (CPS)-A Northern Michigan University military science instructor has been fired from his
teaching post for biting the
head off a live chicken during
class and then drinking the
blood of the slaughtered fowl,
all in an ef~ort "to get
students' attention."
The incident occ~ed Sept.
1 as Sgt. Maj. Jimmy A.
Powell was lecturing his
leadership training class for
new Reserve Officers Training Command recruits.
"Apparently (Powell) had
the whole thing planned out
in advance as a way to get
students' attention during
their first day of class," says
Col. Donald Taylor, head of
the military science department.
After introducing himself

and lecturing students for
several minutes, Powell left
the room and came back carrying a .live chicken.
''According to the students,
he was just. walking around
with the chicken, explaining
things like what happens if
you attend class out of
uniform, when all of a sudd~n
he extended the neck of the
chicken and bit it off," Taylor
says.
Then, as horrified students
looked on, Powell held the
chicken up over his head and
let the blood run into his
mouth.
"I was shocked · and
disgusted when I heard about
it later that afternoon,"
Taylor says. "I checked a1_1
. the facts and concluded that
there was absol~tely no
justification for what had

been done, and that it simply whole thing quickly and pro- tand why I and the other
perly."
·
university officials have
could not be tolerated."
Powell's case is now being reacted so strongly to what he
The following morning
Taylor met with university of- reviewed by U.S. Army of- did," Taylor says. "He still
ficials and decided to relieve ficials, Taylor says, who may feels it was an. acceptable
Powell" of his teaching post take additiop.al action against technique to get students' atand reassign him to nearby the 40-year old career soldier. tention."
"He still doesn't undersK.I. Sawyer Air Force Base.
"Nobody
had
any
knowledge this thing was going to happen," Taylor explains. "(Powell) had taught a
number of classes like Land
Navigation and Marksmanship for over a year, and we'd
never had any trouble with
him before."
Give to the American Cancer Society. .. ~
Other faculty members
have expressed "shock and
revulsion" ·at what happened,
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE.
says Faculty Senate Chairman Roger Barry, a NMU
chemistry professor.
•----•••••••••••••••••
"But," Barry adds, "we do
Y_OU are welcom,~ at the First
Baptist Church Of Oviedo
think Col. Taylor handled the

SHARE THE

COST OF LIVING~~

5 MILES NORTH OF UCF
ON ALAFAYA TRAIL
WIL.LIAM R. MARR., D. MIN.,
PASTOR

Logos---------------------frompage6
colleges around the country
are currently using some kind
of cat as a symbol.
Parcels also recently
created a new visual identity
for Georgia Southern College.
But adopting wholesale
changes · and risking the
wrath of traditionalists-and
grammarians (Penn State, for
instance, is now written as
PennState in the new
trademark sch~me)-can be
expensive ..

It may be worth it.
Crossland says officials of the
highly successful National
Football League licensing
. program estimate "that if colleges ever got themselves

Fisher won't say how much
Penn State spent on the new
logo. He does remember the
first bid he got from a firm
was for $150,000. "That," he
recalls, "was a short conversation.''.
Crossland says throwing
out all the old for a new identity ''really is not a practical
route unless there's a strong
likelihood of getting tied up in
litigation" over licensing .
somewhere down the road.
"They would have changed
everything in a minute," contends the midwestern
manufacturer about the Illinois school that recently
"blackmailed me" into paying a licensing fee.

organized and together, they
could do 10 times as much as
the NFL."
That would amount to some
$3.5 billion a year in revenues
for the nation's campuses.

' t·~.
·'
It:

365-3484'

t\
.,

..

. Wors~p

. 8:30 ~. 11:00 am, & 7:00 pm
College & Career Bible Study
9:45.am

IS.THIS BUMPER STICKER ON YOUR CAR?
If. you put a NITE ROCK bumper sticker on your car, you could be -registered
to win a Ski Trip for two, courtesy of WUCF and Mtller High Life.

WUCF announcers will spot the bumper sticker on your car and register
your license number. The winning· number will be drawn at 12 noon, Oct·ober 19th dl1ring the Ski-Lite Kickoff Party.
·

Usten to WUCF 89.9FM, Oct. 19, at 12 noon to hear the· ·
winning number!
.-.·.-.-.·.-.-.v.v.-.-.......·.·.·.-.v.-.·.·.-•._.,,._."'.._._..........................._.•.•.•-.........._. ••.........-...-......,,.•.•.•.•..._..........,,....,........,...•..-.-.,-...-.-.-.-.,

All Brands Importers Inc .. New York . Sole U.S. Importer 0 .

BRAKE FOR MOOSEHEAD. WHEN YOU DRINK DON'T DRIVE.
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Colbourn looks elsewhere
Reports that UCF President Trevor Colbourn has applied
for the president's position at Colorado State University
won't come as a surprise to those familiar with his tenure
·
here.
President Colbourn has made a number of highly visible
changes at UCF in his five years here. They are the changes
upwardly mobile point in his
made by a man who is at
career. . Among these were the school's name change, the
development of a football program and an emphasis on
upgrading the the Colleges of Engineering, Computer
·
Science and Business.
These changes have been criticized by some as being
superficial and political. Others have heralded them as an
attempt to put UCF on the map-something all graduates
could benefit from. Politics, even the politics of academia,
are like that. Truth is a shadowy ghost of a figure that
exists somewhere in the gray middle of these extremes.
President Colbourn's administration has encouraged the growth of Engineering and Computer
Science Colleges, earning these departments the
title of "fair haired boys" from some university circles.
This move reflects a general social trend ·toward the
technological fields and away from the liberal arts. This
trend.can be found at virtually every university in America
today, and President Colbourn shouldn't be faulted too
heavily for taking_ the opportunity to improve UCF's
national standing and influence in these areas. However,
there are some serious funding problems in the College ot
. Arts and Sciences that cannot be ignored. .
Music and history professors don't have phones in their
offices, and the operation of efficient chemistry labs has
become a hardship because the department doesn't have
money to buy supplies. While Arts and Sciences receives
more money than other departments, its upper level courses
receive a disproportionately lower amount since most of its
funds must go toward lower level courses in order· to mee
the state's general education requirements. Most of the
classes that make up the requirement are in the college of ·
Arts and Sciences.
·
.
You can't say it is all President Colbourn's doing,
the funding model from the federal government down
favors the technical disciplines against the liberal arts.
1 However, his administration should do more to promote
and encourage improved funding of Arts and Sciences. He
needs to openly demonstrate to his detractors that he is
working for these departments as well.
In all, President Colbourn should be recognized for doing
.a good job. I He has always been willing to work with the
press, and the information flow from his office has usually
been better than those who work beneath him. He is an extremely accessable president.
If he is accepted at CSU and leaves. UCF will lose a competent and s~vvy administrator. We could certainly do a
lot worse.
Michael E. Griffin
Editor in Chief

an

Genius is pain
John Lennon
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Student recruitment shoots for the big time
UCF's football program is
doing very well economically,
eliciting contributions from
alumni and the community to
the tune of more than
$400,000. School officials say
that football, in turn, benefits
the school by garnering us
recognition.
But wouldn't it be great if
· academics could be as exciting and as profitable as
football in prompting community contributions?
Come with me now to the_
mythical University of
Florida Central, where your
reporter is interviewing
university president Tremor
Coal burner, a man who
prefers smarts over sports:
YOUR
REPORTER:
"President Coalburner, how
did the recruiting go this
year?''
COALBURNER: "Call me
Coach Coalburner, son. Of
course, we don't have the

type of program to be able to
recruit the real blue-chip
Academic All-Americans yet,
but we have a great bunch of
prospects. It's going to take a
while to build the SAT scores
up to where we want them,
but, barring any injuries, we
should have a great scholastic
season. Remember, we're a
young team. I just thank God
those ACT scores are respectable, otherwise we wouldn't
get any backing."
YOUR REPORTER: "How
are the donations coming
along?"
COALBURNER: "Better
than we expected. We are able
·to equip all of our players
with at least two number-two
pencils for the CLAST test
this year. We couldn't afford
to last year and the results
showed.''
YOUR REPORTER: "I
understand you have a· big
Homecoming
planned,

Coach.' '
COALBURNER: "Oh yes.
We are very excited. We have
William F. Buckley starring
this year. We think a few
students may even actually
understand what he says. He
should get everyone whipped
· up into a frenzy for our big
Quiz Bowl shoot-out with
Valencia. ·
YOUR REPORTER: "Do
you expect a good showing on
the CLAST test this year?
COALBURNER: "We hope
to outscore Rollins-one of
our biggest rivals. In the near
future we're looking forward
to bringing in Florida State or
Miami. We could hold the test
in the T-Bowl; we extimate
that we would bring in about
30,000 thrill-seeking fans who
enjoy the excitement of
scholastic competition. ''Who
knows? One day we may even
go head-to-head with Harvard
or Yale."

From our readers
Students should take pride in campus; stop littering
Editor:
This is an open letter to the
UCF community.
At UCF we have a beautiful
campus with beautiful
buildings and facilities that
are, in general, well maintained by our custodial staff. One
aspect of our campus,
however, is - very disturbing.
That is the litter strewn
around by those who are too
unthinking or uncaring to
realize what this does to the
appearance of our otherwise
attractive campus.
It is distressing to go to a
classroom in the middle of the
day to find the floor covered
with wadded up papers
because students couldn' t
save them to drop in the
waste basket when class is
over. It is also distressing to
walk to the parking lot or run
the exercise trail and find it is
strewn with milk cartons,
coke cans, beer bottles,
cigarette packs, McDonalds

'Letter Policy
Letters to the editor mu's t b1:,'
delivered to the Future by 5 p.m. on
the Monday before publication. Letters must be typed, double spaced
on a 60-spaced line and s hould not
be more tha n 250 words in length.
All letters must be signed wit h the
au Lhor's phone number to be considered for pu blica tion. Under certai n circumsta nces. writers' names
will be wit held upon request. All letters are subject to editing.
Some letters may be ·designa LC.d.
as guest editorials at the editor's
discretion, with the ·permission of
the writer. All submitted material
becomes' the copyrighted property
of the Fu tu re newspaper.

Associated
Collegiate

Press

.wrappers, newspapers and
other assorted trash that
could have been saved and
dropped ih a trash container.
There are enough trash _containers around campus that
this shouldn't be a major inconvenience.
This letter is a plea and a
suggestion. The plea is to
everyone to consider the appearance of our campus and
buildings and put trash in its
proper place. The suggestion
is to student clubs to stage
some party where the price of
admission is a large bag of
trash picked up from the cam-

pus grounds. This could cause
a dramatic reduction in the
amount of litter around.
There are frequent complaints that we have inadequa te parking lots, etc.
Maybe if we created less litter
to be picked up, we could
utilize some of our resources
to improve some of these
-facilities rather than just trying to maintain a respectfully
satisfactory appearance of
what we already have.
E. Ramon Hosler, Ph.D., P.E.
Associate Professor of
Engi,neering

· Water conscious community?
E ditor:
Tuesday night I ·drove by
the soccer fields, in a storm,
and the sprinkler system was
on. Wednesday night I walked by the Health Center, in a
yet larger storm, and the
sprinkler system was once

again running.
Is not UCF a part of Orlando, a "water conscious community?" It seems that this
school is doing little to promote the idea of water conservation to · its students and
staff.
Michael Bell
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FORUM CONTINUED
National On-Campus Report

Party brings controlled celebration to university's stlldents without incident
To thwart a troublesome
student tradition, Kalamazoo,
Mich., officials joined with
Western Michigan University
and two student groups to
sponsor a back-to-school bash
that drew 10,000 students but
few complaints.
The "Finest Friday Freebie"
was intended to replace the in-

formal back-to-school bashes
WMU students held in past
years on Lafayette Street, near
the campus. Those parties ended in confrontations between
students and police, says Joe
Gagie, executive assistant to
WMU President John Bernhard. WMU wanted to turn
that trend around, and make

party
the annual fall
something "positive and constructive."
To get students off the
streets, the student radio
station agreed to furnish five
hours of live music in
Knollwood Park, just off
Lafayette Street. The Western
Student Association helped

provide trash receptacles, por- ·
table toilets and about 50
student patrols.
Crucial to the success of the
effort, however, was the city
commission approval. By ·a 5-2
vote, the City Commission
voted to spend $3,125 on
security, barricades, fencing
and lighting for the party, and
to waive a city ordinance to
allow alcohol consumption in
the park. When some commissioners termed the expenditure
inappropriate,
others
I
.
/
.p ointed to the $12,000
spent policing the
students' 1980 bash.
"Finest Friday Freebie"
lived up to its name. It went
without conflict, although
students did spill out onto
Lafayette Street, and remained

Kalamazoo

in the park area until dawn.
Police said they were wellbehaved, however and agreed
the party was as improvement
over past years.
That didn't satisfy everyone.
One Lafayette Street resident
tole the commissioners, "If you
think the party was a success,
I suggest you have it in your
backyards next year."
Such comments are ene
reason there is some hesitation
about future plans. The city
commission will take up the
issue again next spring. Gagie
says it's also too early for
WMU to promise more parties.
In fact, only student behavior
seems predictable. "The party
itself is a tradition whether or
not we want it to be," says
Gagie. ''It'll probably go on.''

.ill~@~~~;·,~-
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U.S.News & World Report presents

News'Wdves

ElECT/!ON/t:/COMPflfEH ENGINiEHS

News waves? They're the trends of today- in politics , business . youth , the economy- that affect
wh at's to come next month , next year, in the next
decade .
News waves in U.S.News : We analyze them every
week (before they make the headlines elsewhere) to
keep you on top of-"-and prepared for-what the
future holds in store .
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out
and send in the coupon below.

YOU SPENT LONG HOURS STUDYING TO GET
YOUR DEGREE, BUT NOW YOU'RE PUZZLED
ABOUT WHERE YOU CAN GO TO BEST
USE THOSE SKILLS

r- - - - - WARNER ROBINS AIR LOGISTIC c·ENTER
offai.s a clvll service career as an engineer with a chance to
work with state-of-the-art technology .to support the most
advanced defense weapons systems In the world.
Warner Robins ALC wlll hire approx. 80 electronlc/computer
engineers. For more Info. call toll free
1-800-841-9193 or 1-800-342-0570 (In Georgia)
or write to: OPCSC-Employment office, Robins A.F .B.,Georgla 31098

WARNER ROBINS AIR LOGISTICS CENTER

I
I

Money-saving

Student Coupon

0

I

YES, send me 23 weeks of
U.S.News & World Report for only
$7.97 . I'll save 50° 0 off the regu lar
subscription rate and 77° 0 olf the
cover price.

I

School Name

I
I
I

Name

- - - - - - -__ Apt. _ _

Address

I
I
u.s.News
I
Listen for the News Blimp, on WUCF brought to you
by U.S.News & World Report.
.I

City State

--

- Zip _ __

Mail coupon to :
U.S.News & World Report
Room 264. 2300 N St. , N.W.
Washington . D.C . 20037

.. _______ _
I

I

& WOR LD RePORT
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_:t:_ National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse,
Wrl·~e·
a: • '11[ Box 2866, Chicago, Ill. 60690

NEGLECT CAN KILL,TOO.
IT IUSTTAKES
A LITILE LONGER.
Student rate: _
50 cents per line

for sale
1981 Suzuki GS250,garage kept,w/Bell
helmet,4300ml, $995. Coll 365-6901 after
6pm.

TAKARA BICYCLE, 6 months old like new. Ex·
cellent for touring & triathlons. Equipped
w/water bottle.touring bag & pump. Must
sell s350: ca116n-1957 eves.

1981 Rabbit Diesel. $3250. Call 282-2440.

4 wagon wheels 6 lug, and 4 Dorbl tires
P235-15 $230. Coll after 4:00pm 889-3619.

1973 Porsche 918 $2895. Gdod condition
Coll 282-2440.

Abused children are helpless.
Unless you help.
.,
A Public Service of This Newspaper & The Advertising Council

$$MONEY$$

Earn it with us
Temporary positions available in:
•DEMO/MARKETING• •STENOS•
*TYPISTS• •WORD PROCESSORS•
'DICTAPHONE* *SECRETARIES*
*LABOR/WAREHOUSE• •RECEPTION*
Work 1 day a week or longer.
Full pay every Friday. Many
bonuses and benefits. Excellent
pay. Cali for an appointment.

OLSTEN TEMPORARY SERVICES

roommates
I screen rellable roommates, call Sue at
282-8126.

NO FEE

NO CONTRACT

~OURNALISM STUDENTS AND WRITERS. Earn

valuable clips of your work without leaving
the UCF campus! Call Roger at 275-2601 for.
more information.

Part-time help wanted. No · experience
Female roommate wanted to share big. necessary. Herbal World, 641 N. Mills Ave.,
3bdrm house · $155/mo plus util. Pets ok. 6 Orlando. Coli 896-1017 for an appt.
miles to, UCF. Fireplace, nice lawn, e)Cl't
neighborhood, plenty of space. Call Valli Earn extra Christmas money temporary
or Catherine at 647-2921.
help needed for home cleaning service.
_Must have car and phone. call 671-7463

for rent.
Room for rent. Private entrance. Call 2822440 2 miles from UCF.
Furnished Apts. 2bdrm/2bth 2/3p-eople $350;
people $375. Central Air/Dishwasher/Laundry room. 3600 Khayyam Ave.

4

Do you need student housing? Coll Sue· at

282·8126. '

·

Apcrtment available Nov. 2bed/1bath.
Across from UCF. Call 275-3439.
NEW APARTMENT COMPLEX AT UCF ENTRANCE AREA. 2bdrm/2bth. Spacious living r.m. &
kitchen, with all new appliances, quiet,
$425 plu? deposit. lmmed. occupancy. Call
365-6625.

273-5610
UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furl")l&bed & Unfurnished $24&$270
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

t.· ..on-site bus.syq. t<? UCF l.Colonlal Matl _·

EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full-time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc.
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc.,
and editing included. Reasonable. Coll
Bea, 678-1386.

Expert typing. - Term papers,theses;reports.resumes.etc. IBM typewriter; good rat~s.
Coll Teresa at 869-0684.

TYPING DONE
NEED HELP? Cali me, JAN, for all typlngl.. Fast-Neat-Accurate. Coll Marcia at 862·
needs: letters, resumes, term papers, theses, 6751 evenings,Wednesdays,weekends. 896etc. FORMER ENGLISH/SPANISH MAJOR. 0422 Mon.,Tues.,Thurs.,Fri.
Many years experience in legal & administrative fields. STUDENT RATES, paper &
cover FREE. Call: 253-0678 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 767·
2281 weekends.

t-----------------'

carpool

Theses, term papers. Editing, fasf turn
a round, pick up and delivery on campus.
_
Competitlve rates. Coli Dave 851-0358.

Want to carpool from Alt. ·Spgs. or surrounding area willing to drive and/or share expenses. Cali after 5:00pm. 788-2978. Ask for
Charla.

RESUMES
Designed/typed - 671-3007.
Looking for a job? A-professionally typed
resume can make a difference, your
choice of white or ivory paper black,
brown.or blue ink. We can put a package
together to suite your needs. Cali Pat at
Hard Copy Typing & Word Processing Service 277-6930.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Term papers, theses,.dlssertations , research
papl(rs, resumes desJgned and typed,
. cover letters and more. IBM Equipment. 1
DAY SERVICE available. Located 1 mile from
UCF. Pick-up and delivery to campus
available. Correction of grammar &
spelling. Discounts to students. Open 7 days
a week. Call 275-1709.

services
ABORTION SERVICES, - FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
confidentiality guaranteed . Birth Control
Center, Inc., 1240 E. Hillcrest St., one block
south of Colonial off Mills. Available by
phone 24 hrs a day: 422-0606;or toll free 1800-432-8517.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control --infor:
motion, pregnancy tests and counseling .
VD screening, low cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive .. Orlando
898·0921

wanted
NEED MONEY??? I will buy!!! Pre 1965 Silver coins at 6 to 10 times face value . Call Bill
qnytime at 282-9622.

RESUMES at low rates and edited FREEi Im·
pressive originals. Awesome! Call JUDY'S
Business Service, 273-5298.

r-:-------__:.______-J

typi ts

273-0768.

Word processing typing-Student rates.
Term papers,thesis,special projects. Call
Carol: 295-8012 (Days), 1300 N. Pine Hills Rd .,·
Orlando.

Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs.
experience at low rates. Call DAY or
EVENINGS, 678-4360.

1221 N. Mills Ave. 896-2665
AMC,1975 Matador; 2 dr,sm~ll VB, power
brakes.steering. Excellent shape $725. call
275-9123.
'

Deadline:
.Monday at 5:00pm

·elASSIFIE.D
help wanted

bi!!

·typing service available, 11 {ears ex·
perience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257
·
'
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Gu'aranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, Thesis, dissertations, research
papers, resumes, cover letters and typing :
All work prepared on Word Processors for·
error free neatness. We have IBM
Displaywriter, IBM Mag Card, and A.B. Dick
Magna SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
COLLEGE - We have 10 employees for fast
service - · All are former or current UCF
students. One Day Service Available - 671·
3007.

TYPING. Quality/assurance in 30 yrs exper.
IBM Set.II. Dlss,thesis,reports,letters resumes.
UCF employee & 1 mile from UCF. Marti 3656874.
NE!:D A REPORT TYPED? My full serVice offers
accurate speedy and professional results
using state of the art word processing
equipment. 100% accuracy correction of
spelling.grammar and punctuation. Term
papers,reports,resumes, etc. 3 miles from ·
UCF pick up and delivery. Call Pat at Hard
Copy Typing & Word Processino Service
277-6930.
~

TYPING
Professional Quality-Low rates
Eves. & Wknds. Only
365-5989

Ji.cr-g~oc
·(()1.

.

c:;Lmtc

Individual Confidential Coun~ling
Gynecologists
:>peak91' Service

'22~3

LEE. RD. WINTER PARK.

628-0405:
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.· · ·. After .t he News .· - ·
Mahoney Brothers do Beatles justice
by Wayne Starr and Richard
Truett
A.l.N. staff

If imitation is truly the
highest form of flattery, then
the Beatles should be flattered by the performance of
the Mahoney Brothers, a
Beatles' look-alike, soundalike act currently on tour.
This past weekend the
Mahoney Brothers brought ~=----their show to. Orlando

Fashion Square Mall as part
of a dual celebration: the 10th
anniversary of the mall, and
the 20th. anniversary of the
Beatles' first No. 1 record in
Britain, "Love Me Do."
The band performed three
sets each day; each set geared
to a different era of the Fab
Four's grandiose career.
In the opening set, the
Mahoney Brothers appeared
--.__- in the mop-top hairdos that
shocked American viewers of -

....

The Ed Sullivan Show in ear·
ly 1964 and turned previously
normal teenage girls into
massive
collections of
screaming,
spellbound
humanity. The Mahoney
Brothers whipped their way
though excellent renditions of
all the early Beatles hits, including "Twist and Shout,"
"Can't Buy Me Love" and
"Day Tripper," the last in
which "Paul" got the whole
crowd to clap along.

In the second set, which
featured music from the
Beatles' more theatrical
period, the Sgt. Pepper's
Lonely
Hearts
Club
Band-Magical Mystery
Tour era, the · band sported
the pastel uniforms worn on
the Sgt. Pepper's album cover
while delivering right-on versions of ''Penny Lane,''
"Back in the USSR" and ·
Beatles, page 16

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Sexenders
should be
anonymous
by David Wersinger

German -music, poetry
an inspirational show

The bad news is not only is
this book light-hearted, but
it's lightweight as -well. The
Sexenders Program probably
would have made a great
spoof for Mad magazine, but
as a book, it just doesn't hold
up.

by Kevin T. Eady
A.l.N.slaff

A bit of Old World culture
came to UCF Sept. 30
as an audience was introduced to the fantastic
world of the German romantic poets.
Among the poets whose
works were translated to
English, then read in their
original tougue were Dehment, Von Eichen Dorff and
Heine.
As an extra bonus, the
poets' works that had been set
to music by the masters,
Schubert, Straus and
Schumann, were also featured.

A.l.N. staff

First, the good news.
After hundreds of books advocating the joys of sex, there
is finally a book that defends
the- pleasures of celibacy.
The Complete Sexenders
Program by Cathy Hiller and
Robert Hofler takes a lighthearted jab at society's obsession with sex and the self-help
books that help promote this
sexual preoccupation.

Sexenders-"for those who
should quit but can't break
the habit" -promises to put
an end to sexual d~sires in
just 12 days. "Are you bored
with overcrowded hot
tubs?," asks the book.
"Tired of exhaustive orgies?
Are you ready to channel
your energies upward and
save a fot of money? If so,
Sex, page 13

Accompanying the music
were Elizabeth Wrancher and
Elizabeth Orrison, who gave
magnificent renditions in
German. The poems were
translated, and read in the
original language by Dr. Karl
Heinriech Barsch and . Dr.
Finley Taylor; the doctors'
witty renditions were added
attractions.
The audience enjoyed the
performance. They were totally mesmerized by it. The
poems were sad, lyrical and
even humorous; they took us
on a voyage full of elves,
magic, love, death, nature and
God.

Rock 'n' roll trivia-not trivial in this quiz
This trivia contest was be received at the Future
compiled by Richard Truett, editorial office on Libra Drive
between 10 a.m. and noon
A. t.N. staff.
Monday, Oct. 17. They may
OK UCF students, here is only be given to the office
your chance to get an A on a secretary or the After the
test and enjoy taking it as News editor. Third, all entries
well. Let's leave the academia must be typed or legibly writto the physics department ten and must include name,
and concentrate on the skills address and phone number to
necessary to make · it in qualify. No incomplete entries
today's compe.titive rock-n- will be allowed, so make sure
you answer all the questions
roll market'.
correctly to win.
In the event of a tie, a drawing will be held that afternoon
by the Future editorial board.
The winner will then be j udged to. have completed the
course of study and will
receive an A on the quiz and
two albums to be donated by
Peaches in Altamonte Springs.
The winner and the first
two runners-up' will be
recognized in the Oct. 21 edition of After the News. Good
luck!
The Boss in concert

The rules are simple, but
totally necessary to ensure
fairness to all contestants.
First, no Future or After the
News staff member is allowed
to enter (that means you
/ Griff). Second, all entries must

•••
·Fill in the blanks:
Michael Jackson's first group
was?
_
Tommy, the first rock opera,
was written by?

The brothers Gibb are better
known as?
Jimi Hendrix played what in·
strument?
·
In 1976, the Beatles were in
the top 10 with what song?

•••
(1) In 1969, Led Zeppelin was

formed from the fragments of
this popular British band:
(a) Cream
(b) Procol Harum
(c) The Yardbirds
(d) The Barbarians

Simon And Garfunkel
began their careers as:
(a) Peter And Gordon
(b) Chad And Jeremy
(c) Tom And Jerry
(d) Sam And Dave
(5)

Before James Taylor went
solo, he was a member of:
(a) The Fortunes
(h) The Easybeats
(c) The Crazy World Of Arthur Brown
(d) The Flying Machine
(6)

•••
Match each group ·with its
hit:

Boston
Sweet
Thin Lizzy
a Nazareth
TheKorgis

Eric Clapton was
member of which band·
(a) The Yardbirds
(b) Blind Faith
(c) Derek And The Dominoes
(d) Cream
(e) All of the above

(7)

Ringo Starr was a member
of this band before he bec,ame
a Beatle:
(a) · Rory Storme and the
Hurricanes
·
(b) Freddy and the Dreamers
(c) W ~yne Fontana and the
Mindbenders
(d) Que~tion Mark and the
Mysterians

(2)

(10) The Rolling Stones have
recorded only one Lennon and
McCartney song:
(a) Please, Please Me
(b) I Wanna Be Your Man
(c) Paperback Writer
(d) Baby's I~ Black

Everybody's Got To Learn
Sometime
The Boys Are Back In·Town
Barroom Blitz
A Man I'll Never Be
(8) The Supremes came from: Love Hurts
(a) Detroit- "Motor Qity"
(b) New York- "The Big Apple"
Match each artist with his
(3) Bruce Springsteen's first (c) Philadelphia- "The City Of rea/, name:
Brotherly Love"
album was:
(d) Chicago- "The Windy Ci- Richard Starkey
(a) The Boss
ty"
(b) Road to the City
Vincent Furnier
(c) Greetings from Asbury Park
Elias McDaniel
(d) Springsteen Alive
(9) This singer-poet born in Reginald Dwight
Melbourne, Fl.a. went on to . McKinley Morganfield
become one of the true
legends in rock:
(4) Buddy Holly's group:
Elton John
(a) Bob Dylan
(a) The Crickets
Alice Cooper
(b) Jim Morrison
(b) The Candymen
Muddy Waters
(c) Paul Simon
(c) The Turtles
•Ringo Starr
(d) Neil Young
(d) The Stone Poneys
Bo Diddley

• ••
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The Big Chill puts 60s in proper perspective
by Donna Howell

and sarcastic journalist,
Michael.

Al.N . statt

Imagine seven college buddies who have grown up,
established their own lives
and professiol)s and have put
their youthful idealism aside.
Now imagine their reunion for
a weekend at a philosophical
friend's funeral. Such is the
concept behind The Big Chill,
a memorable Columbia Pictures release.
Each of the seven is involved in at least one triangle.
Love tr~angles, yes. Work
triangles, yes. Philosophical
triangles, all. ·On a deeper
level, The Big Chill parades a
spirograph of life triangles.
We meet William Hurt as
the Vietnam veteran and drug
dealer, Nick. Tom Berenger
plays Sam, .the .quasi-star of a
Magnum P.1.-styled telev1s1on show, while Jeff
Goldblum plays .the ironic

Glenn Close is Sarah, the
lady doctor. Her husband
Harold is played by Kevin
Kline. Mary Kay Place is
Meg, the lawyer who yearns
for a baby, to be fathered by
one of the above. J obeth
Williams is rich-girl Kar.en.
Meg Tilly is Chloe, the
deceased's distant, quiet
lover.
The tone of the entire movie
is set at the onset. The closing
organ recital at the funeral is
"You C~n't Always Get What
You Want.'' Rock music
serves as an appropriate
undercurrent throughout,
with such gems as "Good
Lovin'," "In the Midnight
Hour," "When A Man Loves
A Woman," "Bad Moon Rising," "Gimme Some Lovin',"
"Joy to the World" and "I
Heard It Through the
Grapevine.''

Williams, Goldblum, Place, Berenger, Hurt, Tilly, Close and
Kline share a weekend of loving memo~es ~n The Big ~hill.

The rock theme plays discoveries are warm,
against the interpersonal rela- touching, true-to-life and
tionships and sets the movie's hilarious.
In one instance, a video
tone and its reminiscent time
camera is used ~y Nick as a
period.
medium for self-exp_loration,
In the short, short space of . as he interviews himself
a weekend, the seven college about his outlook and expals get to know each other periences. Here he loses his
all over agai n . Their shyness but maintains his

SILVER BUtLETTRIIDIPHS AT BUCKINGHAM PALACE.
\\1NS FIRST ·~cmmAND PERFOIUIANCE"TURTLE RACE.
Ot tl clad<l<tl mla. yl l'cbil
c\\', tlc\"it!("IHK' 1wi t nn m rte·

ethereal perceptions.
People magazine writer
Michael, through his cynical
ros~colored glasses, searches
through verbal paradoxes to
uncover a semblance of meaning. "Leave it to your friends
to throw a great party on the
one day they know you can't .
come," he muses, in epitaph
for the dead Ale.x.
The Big Chiil is the Bob &
Carol & Ted &. Alice of a later
generation. Genius director
Lawrence Kasdan has a true
hit that's not soon to be
forgotten. In late September,
Kasdan headlined the twentyfirst New York Film Festival
with The Big Chill. It is an appropriate follow-up to other
Kasdan hits like Body Heat,
Return of the Jed~ Raiders of
the Lost Ark and The Empire
Strikes Back.
Says Kasdan about his filmmaking passion and The Big
Chill, "I wanted to do a film
about my generation. I'm 34
now and, like a lot of my contemporaries, I felt I was going through a significant
change in my life. It was very
interesting to· me, having
been in college in the 60s,
that a lot of us at one time
had the feeling that whatever
we wanted to do, we
could...
"As we got out in the
world, we found we often had
to do work we didn't like and
that things we wanted
weren't so ·easily attainable.
In that awakening I think
there's a lot of turning inward."

t h cllito<: nil hal' uof-thgo\ll'
Usher nu 1 i1ga. Rrney lle \·es

dnn. eroL'Kl'Unf htrar el mo
rf. 1lhi1·e T no llnhK ell>" •ht
r of, d 110e cht yh-elpeop el
fu fncm n rl?\'o~ tahl.
llna nm<leer f fu htl' ib ne
chm. t.• rnl·~ 1·u11f htrur el mo
rr. II hi r e Tnu llah" clp~ •ht
·~-~
·•,
rnf. 1·l11ue I
[µ. -

' F<ttl!'..,., ••..

$5.000FF

){LG:= PIZZA_
WITH 1r1TEMS .
_F_REE LITER
OE RC COLA
273-5010
CAPTAIN
CRUSTY'S

to

How Score High on
Your Tests

o;;$1MM

Coors LightTu~n~
Stud Fee for Silver Bullet.

Ot. detal'i dt•tl ntln. ~·t rcuil

Now, _you can learn improved
study methods and "how to" an.
swer all types of questions easily
and correctly. Our 50 page easyto-follow guidebook reveals how
st~p by step.
To get your copy mail in the
coupon and $3 .98 plus $1 .
postage and handling to:Lear·
nright Pub, Co. P.O. Box 854
Wau~egan, Ill . 60085.
(Not sold in stores)

Name
Address
City
State

Zip
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Comateens are advised not
to pursue musical career
My immediate thoughts
after hearing the first couple
of distressed notes on "Get
Off My Case," the first song
on side one, were ones of
w:onder. First of all, how could
this facsimile of every hit
disco song to never make it
out of discos be released in
1983? Second, if this is the
sound of things to come out of
England nowadays, what are
they trying to do to us?

by Mitch Varnes
A.t.N. statt

Hailing from London with a
name like the Comateens,
what other type of music
could a band play besides
drug-induced hard-core punk,
right? Wrong. The Comateens
are composed of the brother
team of Nie and Oliver North
on bass and lead guitar, and
Lyn Byrd singing vocals and
Almost every song on side
operating a digital drum one is full-on disco. The
machine. That's right, a drum songs, with one exception, are
maehine. So with no drummer basically undanceable and
and a female lead vocalist, the worthy of every derogatory
album is destined to be phrase thinkable. Technounique--one way or the other. trash sticks out most pro-

Today's art
shown well
at Kane's

minently in my mind.
The title cut, "Pictures on a
String," is the only song on
the album that even sounds
new and fresh. The funky reggae synthesizer-induced beat
reminds me of the Thompson
Twins or Tom Tom Club and
came as a welcome change
from . the sick, synthesized
sound of every other song.
"Pictures on a String" has a
goo<:l feeling and beat to it
that with a little work would
make it welcome in practically any modern dance club.
Side two turns for the worse
as the Comateens try to break
away from the harder music

a text right out of a "Three's table. With chapter titles like
Company" rerun, the authors "Driving Around Your
do their best to make their ·Erogenous
Zones,''
Sexenders is for you.'' Using parody work. The problem is "Withdraw as You Continue
step-by-step pictures (sorry, that it's just not lunny.
to Have Sex" or "Six Love
everyone is fully clothed) and
The book is all too predic- Positions Guaranteed to

Sex

A.t.N. art critic

and switch to a couple of synthesized, funk, folk nu.mbers.
The results are even more
dull, stale a'hd depressing
than side one. If the Comateens ever hope to make it in
America they must first learn
how to play new music right.
Second, they should change
their name. For right now
though, the album is suitable
frisbee material for my dog.
No stars for this dog.
Fail." It is hard to believe a
publisher actually found this
stuff amusing. My only guess
is that the two authors have ·
relatives in the publishing
business.

from page 11

·B~ca.use you ·are spf!~i~L tg .uS..·..,
,.. we..f're.nffering a SPECIAL for YOU(

by Albert Cervellera

Kane's Furniture Oct. 8
gala showing of 58 limited
edition contemporary prints
from Christie's Contemporary Art displayed works of
art greats as well as the works
of four sparkling new artists.
Included in the collection
are works by such unparalleled artists as Henry Moore,
Joan Miro and Salvador Dali,
but so much has been written
about these artists in recent
years that it seems unnecessary to add further
wQrds. The spice to the collection was the works of the four
new artists.
Linda
Le
Kniff' s
lithographs produce a rather
rich, colorful, expressionistic
style; elegant like a fine fabric
pattern and fluid in her
·
Art, page 16
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(Next to Jewelry Store)
UNIVERSITY SQUARE
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·Open 24 Hours

FAIRWAY

7 Days A Week .
-aEEF CHUCK

F~ESH FLORIDA PREMIUM

ROASTS

WHOLE
FRYERS

USDA CHOICE BOIELESS

·. $

•

.

J LB.1.58

~"-·LB.48 ¢
FRESH FLORIDA PREMIUM

FRYER LEG

~QUARTERS ·

~·. .LB.48Q

USDA CHOICE BEEF UllDERBLADE BONELESS .

CHUC.K .ROAST ••••• La. S 1 • 68
USDA CHOICE BEEF UllDERBLADE BONELESS

CHUCK ST_E AK •••••• La. S 1 • 78
USDA CHOICE BEEF CHUCK

.

IDEAL SMALL WHITE 29 OZ. CJ

ECOllOPACK PREMIUM FRESH

-

CUBED -STEAKS ••••• tB. S2.38
USDA CHOICE BEEF CHUCK

STEW BEEF ·•••••• •• La. S 1 • 78

MIXED FRYER PARTS .La. 54c
FRESH PREMIUM CUT·UP OR

SPLIT FRYERS •••••••••• LB. sac
SHIEST FROZEll

-

·

.

GROUPER FILLETS .LB. S2•, 1 8
MARTHA WHITE 10 OZ. PK&.

YELLOW RICE DINNER.2/S 1

WHOLE POT
SUll MAID 14 PACK 7 OZ.

MINIATURE
DELTA 4 ROLL PACK

BATHROOM
DELTA JUMBO -ROLL

PAP-ER TOW

WHOLE PURPLE

PLUMS
HICY YORK CANADIAN
15 OZ.

FRESH PORK

3; :·,± s.1 .o·o
FOR

·

BUTT BLADE STEAKLa. S 1.28
LYIES ALL MEAT

BOLOG~.A •••••••••• La-. S 1 .48

. HILLSHIRE FARMS KIELBASA. POLSKA. BEEF AllD

SMOKED SAUSAGE LB. S2 • 08

1J :

f

:r

FROM .llBISCO HOMETEAM FAVORITES

f r, -~l!~~m H• (SEE STORE DISPLAY)

IJ

·PLUMPER WIENERSLB. S 1.48
lYllES ILL MEIT. SLICED

~ANS

llABISCO VALUE PACK ·12 OZ.
33

%FAEE

RITZ CRACKERS

HBISCO DOUBLE·STUft OR REGULAR

OREO COOKIES ·~200Z.

FRESH SLICED AT OUR OWi I
DOM'S PRIDE SELECT .

ROAST BEEF
8 PIECE BUCKET FRESH COO

s I • 08
.

s 1. 78

ASSORTED FLAVORS &OZ. CHS

.

PURR CAT FOODS3/S I .00

FRIED CHICK
SALLY SHERMAll KITCHEI FIS

_· POTATO SAL
WHOLE OR HALVES 32 OZ. JIB

CLAUSEN P.I

QARLIC BREAD
EARTH GRAIN
l&OZ PACKAGE

98¢
BORDEl'I DAIRY 64 OZ. CRT.

CHOCOLATE MILK •• $ 1 .38
FISHER'S llDlllDUlll Y WRAPPED 12 oz.
SANDWICH MATE SLICES98C

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
GET BOTH FOR $1.68
HYDE PARK SHOE STRllG STYLE

FRENCH FRIES ••••••• 20 oz. 68<:
FISHERBOY HEAT I SERVE

FISH STICKS a oz. PK&. 2/S1 • 00

1& tz.

AMERICA'S FAVORITE BIKE I

APPLE .PIE ••

I DELIBHJFUL TASTY OESSEIT I

CHERRY AN&I
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MARK.EIS
.z. N.R. BOTTLES

R'S
l:i:R .

~=~HT

PPEROlll COMBlllTIOll

Soz. PIZZA
.

~ll&.

PLUS DEPOSIT

JELLIES·

8 PACK 160Z. BOTTLES

_

~':lNTAIN DEW~SE~:=H~~FALAVORSS·1,DIETACOLI

AISINS •••• 98C

Umil or• ooupon pN l•moly "'.''"

~.LO

I

3

......

~.._

ft~c.~'i

~=------------- .~~-1(

oz. CAI
.
6
GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE••••••
LIBBY'S 15.5 OZ. CH
·
$

This Coupon Good For

PETER PAN

fi\~~~ ~EANUT BUnE"

¢

IREE SWEET 46

8c

·aac.

·

18 OZ. JAR

'

SAVE

\'

1 98

aac

SAVE

COUPON•

2 LITER PLASTIC

68

58¢

I' ::~~~~~~:::;;~;; ~

REG., DllE't

. SOFT DRINKS

TOES •••• 2/S 1

I
1.

BAMA

PEPSI COLA

6 ,8 ¢

ISSUE •••••

COUPON-This Coupon Good For

.38

.8

$1.18

L1m1t one coupon per family
with $5 00 add1t1onal purchase .
excluding this item and tobacco

I Expires

8l•
10 _18 _83

l 'LS •• 2/S 1 .00

lD~

HAM

APPLES RED DELICIOUS

ATR•=PICANA

TASTY, FLAVORABLE

FULL POUi D

3LB. BAG .. ~ ............... 68¢

1RESH TO l OUR ORDER

TROPICAL GOLDEN

.98
d

EN ·•••• HCH

s2.aa

AD ••• FULL POUID

R

TOMATO SOUP

BANANAS 4 lbs ................. $1.00

.

SH

68C
.
-

CKLES ••• S1 • 5 8

~-- 4

SWEET CALFORNIA

10.8 01. CANS

$

EACH ........... 68 ¢
FIRST OF THE SEASON

FLORIDA

TANGELOS .
WASHINGTON STATE
6 FOR $1.00
3 FOR

I

I

I SAVE
i

CANTELOPES

D' ANGELO PEARS

I

45c

This -Coupon Good For

WILSOI CORI KllG

sAVLEc$"i .Oo

$1.00

I

OFF REGULAR
' RETAIL VALUE OF $5.98

I

SAVE

FjlURWAY MARKETS-$- I
·

SEEDED OR PLAIN

fl.LOAF

7 4c

' FRESH

••• ••• a 11. SIZE
TCAKES 7 II. SIZE

SI

I

\

CAMPBELL'S

'..........$3 48

: .• FULLPOUID

This Coupon Good For

•5 8

EL FOODS I .•

68

11672 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
AT ALAFAYA TRAIL

-

THIS AD EFFECTIVE WEDNESDAY , OCTOBER 12

--CO-LO-NIA~LD~R.

THRU ' TUESDAV,OCTOBER18

WE ACCEPT U.S.D.A. ·
FOOD STAMPS
We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities Purchased

l 'Explres 10·18·83

·FAIRWAY MARKET.

~· I C ~h~Co:~oo~or

P-:

FAIRWAY

Limit one ccupon
per lam11v .

•

~

-

.

·
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Arf----~-------from page 13

Class Starts

Oct 27th
Nov 9th
Nov 16th
Dec 12th
2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center ·
We re5erve the rig.h t to cancel any class for
which there Is lnsulllcJent enrollment
Call for details
Days, Evening, or Weekends

678-8400

rhythmic movements of
women. She has exhibited
widely throughout Europe,
particularly in France and
Italy.
Aldo Salvadori' s 20 color
screenprints show a love and
respect for simple things. He
poses women in quiet contemplation in a series of
planes,
each
plane
represented by a change of
color. His fine art is
represented in museums
throughout Italy.
Michael Potter's realistic
screenprints have an inner
neon quality and are precisionist rather than painterly.
His themes of leisure, recreation and luxury are clearly influenced by the photo realists'
movement and seem frozen in
motion.
Ricardo Wolfson's work as
an architect is evident in his
screenprints. Reminiscent of

Humor -

Giorgio de Chirico pictures
without the coarse outlines
and dream mood, Wolfson retains the deserted city
squares, simplified architecture and arches, while illumimrting everything in a
bleaching white sunlight that
casts gentle shadows along
pavements and against walls.
The art event was tastefully
catered with attendants in
formal attire and chilled wine
relaxing the strictest of art
critics.
Christie's Contemporary
Art is a leading publisher of
original lithographs, etchings
and aquatints, screenprints,
woodcuts and other graphics.
For information on how to
purchase CCN s art, contact
Kane's Furniture, 2601 E.
Colonial Dr., Orlando,
894-6666.

We make an issue of it every week.
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Beatles-from page 11

coors10 you\

"Strawberry Fields Forever,"
among others.
They put on beards and a
more laid-back look for the
final set, a salute to the music
from the Abbey Road and Let
it Be albums that marked the
end of the Beatles' career as
well as the turbulent 60s.
Growing up as big Beatles
fans in Huntington Square,
NJ, the brothers began their
career as a cover band, playing Top 40 hits at clubs and
schools. One part of their act
was a Beatles medley which
"really went over well," says
Tim Mahoney, 28, who plays
Paul McCartney in the show.
Knowing a good thing when
they see it, the band ·got
out of the club scene for a
w,hile to perfect their Beatles
show. "We spent literally
thousands of hours studying
not just their music but also
their mannerisms and
voices," Tim said. "It's not
easy for somebody from
Jersey- to talk with a Liverpool accent."
The fact that neither Tim
nor his brothers Brian (John
Lennon), 26; and Mike
(George Harrison), 19; nor
non-relative Bob Payne
(Ringo Starr), 19, ever saw
the Fab Four perform in person, has not hurt the act.
Note for note, the music is
nearly perfect;. the vocals, uncannily accurate.
While not as extravagant
as
Beatlemania,
the
multimillion dollar Broadway
spectacular of some years
back, the precise attention to
musical detail makes the
Mahoney show just as satisfying. And this dedication to
excellence has paid off. In addition to bringing their show
to shopping malls and schools
throughout the country, the
Mahoney Brothers have appeared at major amusement
parks in Texas and New
Jersey, as well as in front of
37,000 people at Veterans
Stadium in Philadelphia.
The band has done six
years of Beatles shows, except for 1981, when, following
the death of John Lennon,
they dropped the costumes
and did songs from other
bands. The band hopes to one
day make it big on its own.
The Mahoneys have released
a pop-rock collection of their
own songs, titled Runnin' Too
Long, which includes only one
Beatles' tune, "Help!"
Judging by the appreciative response of last
weekend's crowd-a potpourri of young and old, black
and white-the Mahoney
Brothers have a bright future
ahead of them.
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College Bowl, the varsity sport of the
mind, will be played at the University
of C,entral F:'lorida Nov. 1,2,3,7,8,9, & 10.
Over the past thirty, years, College
Bowl has become the most prestigious
and popular traditions on campuses all
across America. Registration for
paticipating in the College Bowl will
continue until .Oct. 26 in room SC 215.

CULTURE ON A COLLEGE BUDGET
Come see for free-what the Rollins kids have to pay $12.50 for at
the Bob Carr Auditorium.

Thanks to the PAC recreation committee U.C.F. is gearing up for it's
second annual ski trip to Snowshoe
W. Va. For only $215.00 you can ski
till you can't stand it any more! The
bus leaves Jan. 2, so be sure to put your
name on the list at the SC Main Desk.

1

.-1

Hypnotising, Mesmerizing, ... can
only
describe
Tom
Deluca .
Using a keen mind and rapier wit as his
only props, Tom produces spectacular
psychic mind reading effects with
comedy as ·their foundation. No girnmicks,.. no fakery ... ~rust Tom-to deliver
the real thing Oct. 26, at 8:00pm in the
Student Center Auditorium.

Take a new step above the crowd
and attend the Southern Ballet's performance at the University of Central
Florida. By just showing your student
ID the excitement of a live production,
by Florida's Official State Touring
Company, can be all yours!

8:00 Saturday Oct. 15
Student ce·nter Auditorium

Richard Pryor-. Live on the Sunset
Strip will be the Friday midnight
movie on Oct. 21. The show has been
described as "Outrageously funny ... an
exhilaratingly, entertaining hour and a
half with a brilliant comic actor." Be at
the SCA at midnight for all the excitement.

Free with student ID
Staff $5.00
General Public $7~00

P.S.
If you are interestd in signing up for
any of the Personal Seminars and could
not attend the kick-off meeting, relax,
you can stilJ sign-up at the individual
programs during their meeting times.
Check the P.S. poster for times and
places or call Mark Waggner at x2611.

-Frank Sfnatra sings about it.
-Broadway plays are the night life.
-and shoppers live and die for bargains
in it.
it is New York City
PAC has maclr availablr to you a
tout of New York City during one of
the most festi ve times of the year. A
WC'ck before Christmas ymi could be ·
whisked off for an C'xciting 4 days and
nights in N.Y.C., I day and night in
Wash . D.C. and 1 clay and night in
Williamsburg. This trip includes one
Broadway play, a tour of the dty, and
plmty of free time to shop.

. I

Oct 21 Midnight Cinema Drafthouse ·

ON THE SUNSET STRIP

* BEER & WINE SERVED NACHO~S &CHEESE

DOORS. OPEN ·11 :30 P.M.
.

TICKETS ON SALE 8:00 P.M.
* l.D. REQUIRED

n

Snowshoe, West Virginia

January 2-7 $215.00
Sign up at the Student Center Main Desk t9day·!
Trip includes:
Transportation, Lodging,
. Lift Tickets, Beer, Shirt,
Hat& Much more
NIT E

· __r~reJ~

-~
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Kick-Off Party Oct. 19, SC Green l l~2pm
r'" ·Trip information, giveaways, ski apparrel

- .

· ·· 'FASHION SHOW AND MORE •••
Win a free ski trip! Put a wucf Nite-Rock bumper
sticker on your car and you're eligible to win one of
two ski trips to be given away at the Kick·Off Party
Oct.19.

December 16-23

Snow
Shopping
Free Time

4 Days & Nights in N.Y.C. .
1 Day & Night in Wash. D.C.
1 Day & Night in Williamsburg

1 Broadway Play

A tour of N.Y. City
A tour by boat

For more information
call 275-2611 , ·
.
'
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1984

R
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$4.00 Pre-Sale

11ae·Vanity Sport ol lbe Mind

On sale at Studf;nt Center rooffi 215

.
Dates· Nov. 1.2.3,1,8,9.10
Registration at SC 215 until 10/26/83 Or call 275-2611

"GOOD NEWS FOR EVERYONE...
'ANNIE' IS HERE!''

Oct.19
8:30

-GENE SHALIT, NBC-TV

- FROM RAS1M
(

RICHARD PRYOR
JACKIE GLEASON

Q

1 •1LOtUlill1 & ~"LHlll !>l .. flu!,t ltll ~ •Nt ~

Oct.14&16
8:30

Oct.21&23
8:30

SCA

SCA

CALENDAR
Tom Deluca is ·coming..•

Southern Ballet
8:0QpmSCA

SC Movie
Annie
8:30.SCA

·Oct. 26 at B:OOpm in the

Nat'I High School
Cheerleadlng
Championship

SCA!
16

17

SC Movie

SC Movie
The Toy
8:30pmSCA

20

24

25

,111r ~11

l(

21

Midnight Movie
Richard Pryor
Live on the
Sunset Strip

26
Hypnotist/
Comedian
TOM DELUCA
8:00pmSCA

SCMovie
The Toy

8:30pm SCA

1 I 't

fr >
Deer Hunter
I

Annie
8:30SCA

23

19

18

Marketing Club
Monster Mash
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Sports week
Knights off to battle
Richmond Spiders
by Creig Ewing
Future sports

UCF's Fighting Knights
(3-2), fresh from a week off
due to stormy weather, will

attempt to squash the
University of Richmond (Va.)
Spiders (0-5) in Richmond
Saturday afternoon.
Richmond is the biggest name
t.eam UCF has planned this season. Sure they have dropped
their last 15, but they play an entirely different caffber of
teams than UCF. UCF is
Richmond's Homecoming
game (read: UCF is supposed
to be a patsy).
·
UQF Coach Lou Saban is
taking this game with the
same measure- of confidence
and respect for the other team
as all the rest, but the
Knights may need an Orkin

man to stop the Spiders.
"They play ball well, but
they haven't played well
enough to win,'' Saban said.
"We're ready for a good one if
it doesn't rain."
At quarterback for the
Spiders is Bobby Bleier
(cousin of former Pittsburgh Streler Rocky

Bleier),

who is 46 out of 97 completions for 489 yards.
Richmond has yet to score a
TD rushing even though they
have a solid ball carrier in Jar- vis Jennings, who has 313
yards on 61 carries.
With games against Austin
Peay State University (4-1) in
Clarksville, Te.nn. and
Carson-Newman in Jefferson
City, .Tenn. (3-2) following this
one on the road, the Knights
Riclnnond,page25

Kevin Griggs/Future

UCF's defensive tackle Darrell Rudd makes a diving stop against a Valdosta State ball carrier in
the HmnecOming game two weeks ago. Saturday, Rudd and the Knights will tangle with the
University of Riclnno:qd Spiders in Richmond.

Savage comments on washout

Football team could have played in rain
thought.
At 8:30 p.m. the lightning
had pretty much subsided.
Now there's no reason for the
Sitting in the rain-soaked
players to stay in the locker
Tangerine Bowl last Saturday
room, I reasoned.
night with only a cardboard
Heck, this rain might even
carrier fron:i a Budweiser si.xbe
an advantage to UCF.
pack to protect me from the
Those
huge Bethune guys are
elements, I laughed when I
liable
to
pull a muscle every
heard the announcement that
time
they
slip on this rainthe UCF-Bethune-Cookman
sodden
turf.
game had been canceled.
I envisioned UCF runThat's just to give the
ning back Elgin Davis digging
wimps who aren't real footinto the muddy terrain for one
.b all fans an excuse to leave, I
long, slippery carry after
thought.
another. This ·was going to be
Any time now Coach Lou
trench warfare where the
will bring his black and gold
team that isn't afraid to get
gladiators out to the football
dirty will be the victor.
My mind started to wander
among some great football I'd
seen in the past in challenging
weather: A foot of snow never
soopped O.J., and that Pittsburgh defense was always as
tough as nails even in the
slop. The .Patriots have
played many a tough game in
the midst of raging blizzards.
So with just rain in the way,
what's taking Lou's crew so.
long to hit the gridiron?
Surveying the stands again,
I realized what an attendance
flop this game was going to
be. The drunk and myself
were the only ones left. I
started to make my way over
to him to ask him the mean ing of the delay, but half way
to him the T-Bowl · lights
went out.
·
My God, I yelled to my
companion, they've actually
canceled a UCF-BethuneCookman
football game.
Tim Barto/Future
As I sauntered slowly out
of the stadium, I could only
recollect one other football
game ever being called off
Though football is not usually a game that gets postponed because of inclement weather, last because of inclement weather.
Saturday night's UCF-Bethune Cookman game in the Tangerine Bowl was ans exception. Heavy That was a pre-season Jetsrain and lighting forced the cancellation of the game. about 15 minutes after it was scheduled to
start. The game will be p~yed Tuesday, Nov. 29 at 7:30 p.m.
Savage, page 25
by Raz Savage •
Future sports

field to the drowning screams
of 30 fans and the snores of
one passed out drunk.
After all, I thought, there
are only three things that you
c~n be certain of: death, taxes
and football games being
played no matter what the
weather.
As it continued to pour and
more fans slowly trickled out,
I started getting upset. Are
all of these gullible fools going to leave? Don't they
realize that this is the biggest
game of tl~e year? Why I bet
right about now Lou's
Fighting Knights are ripping
holes in the locker room walls

Rained out?

in anticipation of doing battle
with those Bethune Wildcats.
Football games don't get
1canceled because of weather.
Soccer games, sure, not football. This must be a ploy by
Lou to psych out Bethune.
Anticipating the national
anthem, I scouted the cavernous T-Bowl looking for the
best seat to view both the
_cheerleaders and this actionpacked contest.
Half an hour later, I was
picking soggy cardboard out
of my hair wondering when
the teams were going to start.
That announcement has those
fair weather fans fooled, I

~. ijl Sp~rts

~View
. . by
Lee Lerner
Sports editor

Knights search
for I-AA win
It's been over a year now
since the infamous UCFVirgiriia Military Institute
football massacre.
For you UCF history buffs,
it was Sept. 25, 1982 when
scapegoat Sammy Weir's
.troops strayed unknowingly
into major college football
territory and were promptly
annihilated by the Division
I-AA power, 69-0.
After that beating,
members of the local campus
community severely criticized
the budding program. They
said that UCF was trying to
move up too fast, and they
said that the Knights
shouldn't try to play the big
boys because they niight get
themselves hurt or, worse yet,
embarrassed again. Thank
goodness
UCF
Athletic·
department officials didn't
listen.
Tomorrow night, 'guided by
new head General Lou Saban,
the new UCF Knights will
head back into those hostile
Virginia football trenches
with hopes of claiming victory against the higher ranked Division I-AA Richmond
Spiders.
But this · UCF battalion
stands a better chance than
last year's squad. Bolstered
by a strong recruiting crop,
this team has every right to
be in the same stadium as the
floundering Spiders, who
have now lost 15 games in a
row.
A victory over Richmond
View, page 22
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Bergman says UCF baseball team is improving
by Dan R~sso
Future sports

The UCF baseball team,
fresh from a busy fall season
of practice and workouts, is
gearing up for a successful
season, according to Head
coach Jay Bergman.
Bergman said that this
year's ball club is 200 percent
better from last year's club at
this sam·e time.
The Knights,· a medicore
28-27-1 last spring, have been
sharpening their skills since
the beginning of September.
'"The last five weeks have
be~n beneficial for us." fie ad-

de.d that this .fall has been·
easier due to him knowing the
players' progress since they
joined the team.
Bergman said he has work-·
ed hard this fall_ trying to
shore up his defense and ·
especially his pitching staff,
since he doesn't feel this
year's squad will be a home
run hitting ball club. As a
result of that, Bergman said
he feels the team can't afford
to get behind in a game this
year. The pitching, a problem ·
for the Knights last season,
will be much improved,
Bergman said.
Last spring the Knights'

pitching staff compiled a
team ERA of 6.08 and set
records for most hits and runs
allowed in a season-not
records to be proud of.
But Bergman said that pitching has been his number
one pti<;>rity this fall and
stressed that this year's staff
is much stronger thah last
year's.
"I think right now we have
probably five or six pitchers
that we would consider as
starting rotation pitchers,''
he said.
Bergman
said
that
righthanders Joe Santiago,
Johnny Gross and-Jeff Craft

have shown improvement.
Left handers Curran Hubbord
and returning pitchers John
Flynn, Doug Swanson and
Rick Marcello have all caught
Bergman's eye this fall.
As for the offense, Bergman
said
newcomers
David .
Wallace and speedster Tim ·
Barker, have warranted his
attention.
He .added that last year's
standout, Butch Vinson, ·has
adjusted well to the outfield
from his shortstop position a
year ago.
Bergman plans for the team
to play 60 games this spring.

1-ntr<?ducing .
Publix Teller
For ·24 .hour convenience
· you can bank on.

r·
~(~~

?.::::::·

~ii~
·:··-· ..

The Publix Telle•
Now you can. do most of your banking right where 'you shop. Because the Publix·
Teller is a new service, conveniently located outside most Publix Super Markets. H's
an automated teller .machine (ATM) that lets you withdraw cash, make deposits
(some financial institution$), even check your balance-anytime, 24 hours a day.
It's easy to do. All you need is an ~TM card from any participating financial
institution.
So next time yo~ need some quick cash, bank on the convenience of a Publix
Teller. There's one near you.

Vol-leyball
continues
unbeaten
by Scott Gunnerson
Future sports

The
U CF
Women's
Volleyball c;eam will face its
toughest challenge of the
season when it hosts last
season's conference champion, Florida Southern College on Oct. 18.
.
"Both teams are evenly
matched and it should come
down to whoever wants it the
most, coach Lyn King said
about the Florida SouthemUCF matchup. "If we can
defeat · Tampa ·and Florida
Southern, Florida Southern · will have two losses and Tampa will have one loss which
will give us a great chance to ·
win the Sunshine State Conference.
Last weekend the Knights
won their own tournament by
def ea ting Jacksonville
University in the championship match on Saturday,
15·13, 6-15 and 15-9.
The Knight's first treuble
of the tournament came in
their third game against Stetson when UCF found
themselves down 11-1. UCF
won the first game 15-12 and
Stetson returned to win the
second 15-10. Losing 11-1,
UCF allowed the Hatters only
.one more point, as the Knights came from behind to win the
match 15-12.
The next match, aiainst
Florida Southern, decided
who would play Jacksonville
University in the championship match. In the first game,
UCF humiliated the Moes,
15-3, but FSC refused to die
and won the· second game
15-12. The final game went
right down to the- wire but
UCF' pulled away at the end
to win the match.
Both Carol Sniegowski ;nd
Julie Anderson were named
to the All-tourname11_t team.

VieW--from page 21

.llt•JN•ld'
Publix is an HONOR"System member.

Bergman

Publix

would mean national recognition for UCF football.
Despite the Spiders' recent
bad luck, they are still considered a major football
school. A Knight victory
would be a major step for the
program and a great silencer
of UCF football disbelievers.
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Knights set fbr Mercer
The UCF men's soccer team
will host Mercer University

this Saturday at 1 p.m. at St.
·Clair field. This will be the
first meeting between the two
schools.
Last weekend, the team upped its record to 7-1-2, 3-0 in
. the
Sunshine State Conference with back-to-back
shutouts over Stetson and
Florida Southern. The wins
upped UCF's unbeaten match
streak to six.
.
The teain's only loss this
season has come at the hands
of South Florida, a 2-1 loss in
overtime.
Senior forward Rony Fran-

Dribbling
,

cois of Haiti continues his torrid scoring pace. Francois
tallied four goals over the
weekend, giving him 14 for
the season. The record for a
season at UCF is 17, set by
Randy DeShield in 1976.
Francois now has 37 career
goals, second to DeShield' s 56
total.
·
Both goalkeepers, Gregg
Johnson of Orlando and Rick
Bratincevic of Toronto,
Canada recorded shutouts
over the weekend. Both have
two for the season and
Bratincevic, a two-time AllAmerican has 19 career
shutouts.

Pam Glmson/Fulure

UCF's Mary Varas dribbles around two defender~ in a game in last weekend's Tournament
of Champions held here at UCF. The Lady Knights won the tournament. This weekend they
play in the Fourth Annual UCF Fighting Knights Invitational. The women are now 3-3-1 in
NCAA play. Freshman Cbr!s Kessler of Granite City, Ill., is the te~'s lea~g scorer.

UCF crew hits
Charles River
by Peter Clapham
Future sports

After: weighing the merits
of his oarsmen, UCF crew
coach Dennis Kamrad has
selected a lightweight, eightman boat to compete in
Boston's prestigious Head of
the Charles Regatta.

Serving the Illustrator, o'esigner, Fine Artist, Photographer,

HOMETOWN BANK

Draftsman, Architect, Engineer, Calligrapher, and Sign Painter

Aboard the craft will be
captain Pat McNerney and
brother Kevin, a freshman
who stroked for Winter Park ·
High's championship boat
last year. Co-captain Tim
McMahon, "Brad Weber and
Warren · Weeden will all , be
returning from last year's
team. Two more experienced
freshmen oarsmen, Mac
Russell and Tom McCann will
be joined by Ed Forler to
round out the boat. Alternates will be Scott Bellflower
and Dave Andrews.

his

· For the UCF women,
veteran coxswain Ruth
Buchanan will have her job
cut out as she guides her crew
in a 60 foot shell down the
twisting three mile course on
the Charles River.
All of the boat members are
on a strict regimen of training
and diet to ensure that they
meet their 160 pound average
weight limits set for the Oct.
23 event.

BUY ONE.

PIZZA
GET

ONE SUB

FREE

273-5010
CAPTAIN
CRUSTY'S

· A FULL SERVICE
STUDENT DISCOUNT!
731 ORIENTA PLAZA
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS

331-5554

BANK

One block South of 436 on Maitland Ave.
'

WHY PAY
EXTRA TO A MIDDLEMAN?
GO DIRECT TO THE
SPECIALIST WHO DOES THE WORK.

CITIZENS 2.4 LOCATED

1111111~1

·

ON UCF CAMPUS

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

I

NEW RADIATORS,
REBUILT RADIATORS,
HEATERS &WATER PUMPS
CLEAN & REPAI~ RADIATORS &
GAS TANKS

156 GEN EV A DR. • P.0. BOX 729

Oviedo, Florida 32765
(305) 365-6611

.

10662 E. Colonial Dr. 2300 N. Park Ave
Maitland
Orlando
644-9327
275-9327
630 Clifton St
Pine Hills
291-9327

~
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. ·EQUAL HOUSlllO

LENDER

PA~TS

SHIRTS ·
JEANS . . LONG SLEEVE.
many styles
solids·plaiils·~fnpes
()A"'~,,~A
straight & boot dress or casual
~
designer pockets values to .. $ 23 ea
/I:. A~,.
values to .. $ 27.
O«MZ
S8-i
$
• rev&4 -~89 ·
CORDS ~.
SHORTSLEEVE
most POP.Olar
many styles,
· *24~29
colors ..ilesigner colors_ ----1tl ·-pocMets.--~----· valuesto___ , .ea.
values to S27.
WIND BREAKERS
CASUAL- SLACKS several colors
· several styles ... s_
tyles
. manv 1colors
,_
save-. . .
~

3V 14

10

v

3/ •12 .

$8 • 10

-...111

$8"'."10
DRESS .SLACKS

20

10

w:ven~

BE THERE !
FRI-SAT-SUN

6 10

· OXFORDS
JEANS
soft corors ·
your choice
long sleeves . designer ·pockets
button down collars great v.aIues _.. -.

.DRESS$7.BLOUSES . DRESS
*10-12
SLACKS

narne .brands · many styles
. exc1t 1ng colors f colors .
$
famous brands
LONG SLEEVE
famous brands
SKIRTS
· p_olo 's
wools &blends
stripes&solids $

8-1 O

........ s10
SWFA1ER~

many ·colors , most popular
sty1es,va1ues . · velours, knits,

$

SKIRTS

FAMOUS BRANDS
you'l 1- know !
large selection

,

styles --colors

---~ ....IL:"".... values-$28. -$45.

HURRY~~
FOR THE BE ST

. $12.

SELECTION .

.

.·

· WtN A

au

$10-12

6 -8 ·.

~'lt!
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CLOTHI

·

E11N THE

*TENNIS-~

-*CUFF,,,
*TUBE , , ,
save

1:0,~ and
i./j
more
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0 N THE FABULOUS ·

*
s£A ESCAP.E *
·_ : c;;--,,~f n-1~ departing daily from
.LJ"'f!Jjl'}~'1e'f'~

:
FOR TWO . . •
·
.
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ Port- Canaveral - - - - - - - - - - .

•

Q~1N~~~~TYI~~
..
11731 E. Colomal Dnve

· WIN A .CRUISE/

NAME ______ ~-----------------~-----• CHI ROOM•
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~......... CITY--·----~-~--------- ZIP _________ _
• CASH
.
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·..
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The drunk assured me on
Giants game, called because
of a hurricane in the area. his way out to the bus that
Luckily, I had escaped that the decision to postpone the
scene without injury. This . game had been made by
higher authority than Saban.
cancellation, however, left me
Higher than Lou, I
'
thought?
hurting.

ill~@~:;-~
~

wfilillD ~g

Eiieen Samelson/Future

Stiff arm

Knight running back Elgin Davis applies a strong, stiff arm to ward off two would be Valdosta
· State tacklers during action two weeks ago in the Tangerine Bowl. Knights won the game, 20-0.
Davis has been the Knights' leading ground gainer this season.

Richmond-- - - - - - f r o m page 21
may be hard pressed to come
up with a win for a while,
making Saturday's game
even more important.
Knightnotes: UCF's game
against Bethune-Cookman,
which was called because of
heavy rains and lightning,
has been rescheduled for
Tuesday, Nov. 29 in the
Tangerine Bowl.
Due to co'nflicts on
Thanksgiving weekend,
Athletic Director Bill Peterson decided to .schedule the
match on Tuesday night
rather than compete with
Monday Night Football.
The extra week off hasn't
helped UCF's injury situation
much. Linebacker Glenn
Whelpley and defensive end
Jerry Nemethy, are out.
Fullback Terrence Bonner is
doubtful and punter and tight
end Glenn McCombs may see
some punting action. Offensive tackle Preston Roberts is
out for the season with a
strained neck. He joins free
safety Darrin Culpepper and
offensive lineman Rusty Watson, both lost for the year.

Honda World's campus

*SALE*
New Hondas at the
Lowest Prices ArivWherel

NXSO Express
Electric Start
was $599
Now $299

Over 1,000 New Hondas in Stock!
.-ALL MODELS dN SALE-

C70 Passport

CB450SC NightHawk

Electric Start
was $799
now $499

Electric ·start
was $1999
now$1399

.
Eiieen Samelson/Future

Lou Sab~ could have a lot
to scream about this week
against the Division I-AA
Richmond Spiders.

NUSO Express
Oil injection
was $649
now $349 ·.

.

Only at HONDA WOR.LD
-6436 'E. Coloniol Dr. (Hwy. 50) Orlando1

Ph. 277·6880 Closed Sun.-Mon.

Any time's a wild time when you add the
great taste of Two Fingers .. . and this wild
Two Fingers T-shirt! To get yours, send
your name, address, style preference
and. size (men's style S, M, L or
women's French cut S, M, L) along
with $6.95, to:
Two Fingers T-shirt Offer,
19168 Albion Rd.,
Strongsville, Ohio 44136.
Please allow 6 weeks
for delivery.

Two~tn

is all it takes.

1982 Two Fingers Tequila - 80 Prool Imported & Bot11ed by Hiram Walker Inc . , Burlingame . Calif

Future-October 14, 1983

c 1983 Adolph Coors Company. Golden. Colorado 80401 ·Brewer or Fine Qu<:ility Beers Since 187 3

Sports
Briefs
-Halbert and Stewart grab
tennis honors
Last weekend a record 44
UCF students, faculty and
staff members (35 men and
nine women) competed in the
Intramural Singles Tennis
Tournament on the campus
courts. Stan Halbert, student
body vice president, defeated
Scott Cohen 6-4, 6-1 for the
men's championship while
Tori Stewart, a Recreational
Services' graduate assistant
breezed to a 6-0, 6-0 victory
over Sharon Kelly for the
women's title.

•••
Doubles Tennis Set
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Bradley takes
surf honors
by Mitch Varnes
Future sports

Surfer Scott Bradley placed
first in the UCF surf club's interschool contest held on Oct.
8 at Playalinda Beach. It was
his second win in as many
UCF contests this year,
lengthening his string of
undefeated heats in school
competition.
Waves for the contest were
2-3 feet and semiglassy. Con·
ditions improved throughout
the day as the tide went out,
giving way to the larger, more
outside breaking waves ..
Twenty surfers vied for the
top spot and the finals. Brian
Holmes placed second and
Jimbo Gaskins got the third
spot.
The next contest will be
John Hammer/Fulure
held at Playalinda Beach
where UCF's top 10 surfers
Scott Bradley shows the form that allowed him to capture first place in a surf contest sponsored
were invited by the Playalin·
·
by
the UCF surf club last weekend at Playalinda Beach.
da Surf Club to a contest to be
held Oct. 29, at Ramp 12.

Style

Entries are now being accepted for this year's annual
Recreational Services Intramural Doubles Tennis
Tournament.
Sign-up
deadline is Wednesday, Oct.
19 at the Office of Recreational Services, next to the
pool.
Men's and wom~m's competition is scheduled to start
at 5 p.m. and mixed doubles
at 8 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 21.

How to make peace withTolstoy.

•••
This year's Maitland Tennis Championship, sponsored by the Jewish Community Center of Central
Florida, is expected to draw
approximately 200 par·
ticipants from every segment
of the Central Florida tennis
community. Funds raised
through this program will be
used by the J.C.C. to provide
community services in the
Central Florida area.
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pompetition includes a
Junior Tournament (Oct.
17-20), a men ' s singles,
women's singles and a
masters' division (40 years
and up). All games will be
played on six lighted tennis
courts at the Jewish Community Center, 851 N.
Maitland Ave. in Maitland.
The fee is $10 per person and
trophies will be awarded to all
finalists. All final matches
will be held on Sunday, Oct.
30.
For further information, or
to sign up for the tournament,
contact Eli Bercovici at the
Jewish Community Center,
(305) 645-5933.
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PIZZA'S·
1

LOW PRICE

CAPTAIN
CRUSlY'S
273-5010--

'
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If the academic wars are getting you down, declare a cease-fire. Take a break
with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. It's just one of six deliciously

=~c1i;::

• • :~;;;~ macrr-1

GENERAL FOODS®INTERNATIONAL COFFEES.
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR

CEHERAL R:IOD1I

I!:! General Foods Corporation 1983 - - -
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Autotron

TUNE-UP KIT

I

SAVE

NON-RESISTOR

z. 5 p

SPARK PLUGS
RESISTOR . · · ·~
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~ ~-castrol

·~1~.~~m

,\\~-A31-,-.
~ ~,.. (;···--·~,~~
1199

AUTOTRON/AVATAR
PCV VALVES & GAS FILTERS·

3

~

·fA¥:r~~SoF;~rf ~-~~Rs

LIST
PRICE

EXCH

~HAND CLEANER

~140Z.

-::1~;;·

~

SHELLZONE CONOCO
CASTROL GTX
ANTIFREEZE/ TRANSMISSION 20W50
COOLANT
FLUID
MOTOR Oil

